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1. Introduction 
1.1 The Challenges to Understanding the Implications of Globalization and Liberalization 
(GL) 
 Two defining features of the last couple of decades have been globalization and 
liberalization. The former, at least in its economic dimensions, refers to the increasing degree of 
economic interaction among countries, reflected especially by rising shares of world output that are 
traded internationally and by rapidly expanding international capital flows. This second wave of 
globalization (the first corresponded to the second half of the 19th century and the beginning of the 
20th) has been due both to reduced costs of transactions across countries and to policy decisions, as 
countries lower their barriers against trade and capital flows. Liberalization refers to reductions in 
government intervention in markets, partly with respect to international interaction (the policy 
decision just referred to) but also more generally, as with labour markets, domestic financial 
markets, etc. It involves giving product and factor markets greater responsibility in the resource 
allocation in an economy.1 
 Both globalization and liberalization have become very controversial issues, with views 
ranging from the very optimistic to the very sceptical. This range of views undoubtedly reflects to 
some degree differences across people and groups as to how they would like to see the world evolve; 
but probably it is primarily due to different beliefs as to what the impacts of G&L really are--on 
economic growth in the North and in the South, on the spread and health of democracy variously 
defined, on environment and sustainability. This paper reviews the evidence on the controversial 
issue of how those two trends affect inequality at the world level and within countries. Much of the 
time they are discussed together, because many participants in the discussion and debates tend either 
to support both or to criticize both. But it should be remembered that they are different phenomena 
and it should be clear that there is no strong reason to believe that their effects on inequality are 
similar, or in fact necessarily go in the same direction. 
 
 

                        

The lack of a clear picture of the effects of each of globalization and liberalization on income 
inequality and on income poverty (i.e. poverty defined by level of income) in the world reflects 
importantly both the dearth of adequate quantitative information and the lack of and/or difficulty in 
the analysis of the causal links among these phenomena. Another problem looms in the background-
-the ways in which we typically define inequality and poverty may not adequately reflect what 
matters to people, i.e. we have conceptual and definitional problems on top of the informational and 
methodological ones. 
 These three challenges interact with and complement each other in generally negative ways. 
Lack of information on some of the determinants of welfare contributes to oversimplified 
conceptualization of the economic challenge. Lack of information also contributes to oversimplified 
or otherwise erroneous analysis. Lack of analysis has kept the effective demand for better data lower 
than it would otherwise have been. 
 The most serious weakness involves the identification of links from G&L to inequality and 

 
1 For a more detailed discussion of the concept of globalization see Scholte (2002). 
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poverty, partly because of its inherent difficulty and partly because errors here lead directly to 
indefensible policy recommendations. Nearly all of the strong policy recommendations of the last 
couple of decades have been based on analyses that were at worst weak and at best needful of 
considerable refinement. 
 
 
1.2 Globalization/liberalization, Inequality, and Poverty 
 How do the processes of globalization and liberalization affect inequality? Do those effects 
vary a great deal with the context? Do globalization and liberalization generally affect inequality 
and/or poverty in similar or quite distinct ways? Answering these questions necessarily entails a 
general understanding of the determinants of income inequality, since it is not possible to assess the 
impact of one potential determinant without a general understanding of the role of the others. To 
identify the impacts of G&L on poverty as well as on inequality, one must also assess their impact 
on growth since that variable, together with the degree of inequality, determines the level of 
poverty2. 
 What surrounding conditions and policy instruments influence the way globalization and 
liberalization affect inequality and growth? Two countries might go equally far down these paths but 
with different outcomes if, as is likely, those outcomes reflect the surrounding conditions and 
policies as much as the processes of globalization and liberalization themselves. In modern parlance, 
the "quality" of growth would be different as between the two experiences. 
 Of the relevant policy instruments affecting inequality, many correspond to (are in the 
domain of) the industrialized countries. For example, perhaps the best single instrument to make 
increased trade with developed countries more beneficial in developing countries would be 
elimination of barriers to imports of labour intensive products like clothing. Similarly beneficial 
would be lowering of barriers to immigration of lower-skilled people (not necessarily the lowest -
skilled). Other policy instruments would be wielded in the LDCs themselves. For example, assuring 
that the small and medium enterprise (SME) sector is duly linked to exports may be pivotal to 
assuring a substantial employment-creating and egalitarian distribution of the benefits. 
 Finally, the matter of how G&L affect poverty depends also on how this concept is defined. 
If relative income or consumption is a key element of a satisfactory definition of poverty--and 
authors like Easterlin (1974), Scitovsky (1976), Hirsch (1976) and Frank (1997) have argued that 
relative consumption is the central determinant of personal well-being in industrial countries3, then 
changes in distribution are likely to be the main source of changes in (meaningfully defined) poverty 
incidence. One might plausibly guess that income would be a more significant determinant of self-
                         
2 As long as one's definition of poverty is absolute level of purchasing power. 

3 Specifically, when people in the industrial countries (where such surveys have been carried out with some 
frequency) are directly consulted about their happiness and its correlates, income seems to play a much smaller role 
than standard economic theory would suggest. It is moderately significant when the comparison is between people 
at different levels of the income hierarchy at a point of time but less so--some authors say virtually insignificant, as 
a factor in how average societal welfare changes over time, even when average incomes have risen considerably 
(Easterlin, 1974, 1995; Scitovsky, 1976; Oswald, 1997). 
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reported happiness in lower income (developing) countries, and the available data do show this. 
Frank (1997, 1834) notes that "most careful studies find a clear time-series relationship between 
subjective well-being and absolute income at low levels of absolute income." Where most people 
lack minimally adequate shelter and nutrition, additional income yields significant and lasting 
improvements in subjective well being (Diener and Diener, 1995). Reported satisfaction levels are 
significantly lower in extremely poor countries than in rich ones, and within countries the positive 
link between income and satisfaction is significant primarily at the lowest levels of relative income. 
"For individuals in the middle and upper portions of the income distribution, variations in income 
explain less the 2% of variation in reported satisfaction levels" (Frank, 1997, 1834-5, citing Diener 
and Diener, 1995). This evidence leads Frank, among others, to put great emphasis on relative status 
as a source of respect and a determinant of well-being. 
 It follows from the above that, whether relative income is a direct determinant of feelings of 
deprivation, or simply an indirect determinant of poverty through its impact on how many people 
fall below an absolute poverty line, the relationship between the two potential sources of poverty 
reduction--growth and improved equity, is important. Many early post-war development theorists 
emphasized that growth might well worsen income distribution over a period (Kuznets, 1955). 
Others, some who did not expect the early-stage worsening of distribution, and some who believed 
that it would not be sharp enough to prevent benefits reaching the poorer groups, believed in the 
"trickle down" theory whereby although growth is not designed particularly for the benefit of the 
poor, some of its fruits do nonetheless accrue to them. The record of the last half-century has 
basically confirmed the trickle down theory, at least in the sense that much poverty alleviation has 
been achieved, even in countries which did not seem to concern themselves overly with that goal. 
The experience of Taiwan shows just how complementary a very equitable distribution of income 
can be with very fast growth, even during the early phases (Ranis, 1978). Other countries, while 
making the point in a less spectacular way, have records that are consistent with it. The growth-
distribution discussion has thus gradually moved to a fairly general acceptance that the two 
objectives are not likely to be in conflict in any systematic way unless a bad combination of policies 
has been chosen. Policy choice appears to be important, since the range of experiences on both the 
growth and the distribution fronts suggests that policy may matter a great deal, i.e. that not all of the 
variance of outcomes is due to differing exogenous circumstances.4  
 The frequency of the experience of growth accompanied by rising inequality over the last 
couple of decades would naturally reduce any confidence that growth can be relied on to lower 
income poverty as systematically as it did previously. Further, if relative income is a direct 
determinant of people's welfare (as well as an indirect determinant through its impact on the share 
below any absolute poverty line) then the import of increases in inequality is much more serious. 
 
1.3 Definition, Measurement, and Research Resources as Impediments to Better 
Understanding of the Links between Globalization/liberalization, Inequality and Poverty 
                         
4 The history of ideas about poverty and its relationship to growth, as well as many issues relating to poverty policy, 
are reviewed in Lipton and Ravallion (1995). 
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 By far the greater data and definitional problems plaguing attempts to sort out the impacts of 
G&L on inequality and poverty relate to the inequality/poverty side of things, although satisfactory 
indicators of the level of globalization and of liberalization do present significant challenges as 
well.5 Among the analysts working in this area and especially in organizing statistical information, 
the various agencies of the United Nations have been relatively active. The positive side to the story 
is that over the last 40 years there has been an explosion of useful data on inequality and of analyses 
using that data. Much more is known about levels and correlates of inequality and about trends in 
poverty than was the case in 1960. The negative side is that because the task of sorting out the causal 
links from economic policy to inequality and poverty is a very challenging one, we still have 
relatively little additional understanding of the sort that would be useful to policy-makers interested 
in speeding improvements in these areas.6 The factors that have limited the advance on this front fall 
into several categories: 
i) in spite of the great increase in statistical information since a few decades ago, what is available 
now still suffers from many quality weaknesses and outright gaps. In the former category is the still 
nearly universal lack of reliable data on capital incomes; in the latter the general lack of or weak 
quality of data on rural incomes. 
ii) much of the in-depth analysis of inequality (its trends, its determinants, the impact of policy 
instruments) requires very careful and experienced researchers, of whom there are few around the 
world relative to the analytical challenge faced. A reasonable guess might be that to put policy-
makers in a fairly informed position would require ten times as much high quality research input as 
now occurs.7 The needed cadre of researchers should involve many who are full time or majority-
time involved in this sort of work. 
iii) as in all areas of research, a significant share of the work has been undertaken by individuals 
and/or in institutions with fairly strong theory-based or ideology-based expectations with respect to 
the relationships under investigation. Such biases, together with the woeful lack of critique of most 
studies in this area (related, inter alia, to the lack of specialists) mean that many studies never get 
above a low to mediocre quality level, making some of them potentially quite misleading to users. 
iv) because both the dearth of information and the lack of skilled researchers are usually more 

                         
5 Pritchett (1996a) pointed out that alternative measures of openness used in the literature are not highly correlated 
with each other. The popular measure introduced by Sachs and Warner (1995) is judged by  Harrison and Hanson 
(1999, 152) to be "significantly flawed" since it fails to establish a  link between more open trade policy and long 
run growth. 

6 It did not require much analysis to conclude that a more even distribution of key assets like land (in agricultural 
societies) and education (in modern ones) would have a significant impact on the level of inequality. It is in moving 
beyond the obvious that progress has been slow. 

7 An interesting item of evidence on this point involves an attempt in the World Bank as of the mid-1970s to take 
into account the distributional impact of projects. Given the number and scope of projects, this implied that most 
people addressing the issue could not have any serious experience with such analysis, nor be in a position to 
dedicate a significant amount of time to it. The predictable result was that the "distributional assessments" were 
quite superficial, and quickly came to be treated as bureaucratic rather than real requirements of project analysis. 
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critical in the poorer, more rural countries, it is in those parts of the world where it might be most 
important to understand the causal mechanisms that such understanding is weakest. 
v) Although social scientists other than economists (especially sociologists and psychologists) have 
long emphasised that people's feelings of deprivation are very much related to relative 
income/purchasing power and the feelings of inferiority which arise under those circumstances, 
especially in competitive societies where people are judged by their relative success, this perspective 
has not been incorporated seriously either into the systematic measurement of poverty or into the 
analysis of the determinants of poverty. As discussed below, there has been no general trend towards 
greater equality in intra-country income or expenditure distribution over the last half-century and 
recently a disproportionate share of countries have suffered the opposite pattern. It follows that a 
poverty indicator that gives a high weight to relative income will show little if any progress over 
time, especially during the last couple of decades. Thus the widely differing implications of 
alternative poverty indicators which have been suggested imply an urgent need for more serious 
attention to which of these are more meaningful and perhaps to the identification of some 
intellectually defensible combination of them which would give appropriate attention to each of the 
determinants of deprivation and satisfaction as experienced by individuals. Most of the indicators 
used by economists are naive in their implicit assumptions about the sources of individual feelings of 
deprivation, but thus far little attempt has been made to refine the indicators compiled by 
international agencies and by most economic researchers. 
vi) One of the more notable complexities still to be effectively dealt with is the sorting out of intra-
family inequalities and the way they may have been changing over time. If rising incomes, 
urbanization, and other processes of development have typically brought with them advances in 
intra-family equality between the sexes or among age groups, one would conclude that the correctly 
measured distribution of expenditure among persons has evolved more positively than the standard 
estimates, which assume away intra-family inequality.8 How the distribution of subjective welfare 
has evolved is less clear; if for example, women's expectations have evolved more rapidly that has 
their relative position, subjective welfare distribution might move in the opposite direction from that 
of expenditures. 
 
 
1.4 Pre-Reform Thinking and Predictions 
 Prior to the implementation of the liberalizing reforms and the current wave of globalization, 
the discussion of their expected impact was primarily theoretical in nature. In many countries, 
especially those of Latin America, the reforms took place in the context of the debt crisis that came 
after several decades of import substituting industrialization, so it was natural that some observers 
would place much of the blame for the economic slowdown on the defects of that model. From the 
standard approach to development policy in most of the Third World, it quickly became the culprit 
for many ills. This intellectual transition had many of the characteristics of a paradigm shift as 
identified by Kuhn (1962). 
                         
8 Haddad and Kanbur (1993) show that the failure to take account of intra-family inequality is unlikely to have 
much impact on most measures of income or consumption inequality. But if aspects of deprivation which are not 
captured by these two variables are important, this conclusion could be reversed. 
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 Support for the new view had three bases: empirical, theoretical and ideological. Since there 
had been very few recent episodes in any part of the world of free or near free trade or of highly 
liberalized markets, the ex post empirical evidence on their effects was limited. On the trade front 
the records of Chile, since the mid-1970s or perhaps of the city-states Hong Kong and Singapore 
could be drawn on. The export orientation of the other East Asian tigers was sometimes improperly 
treated as a "free trade" case. A wealth of empirical analysis had, however, shown positive 
correlations between either level or growth of exports and overall economic growth, and though 
there were caveats, these studies were interpreted by many as strong support for free trade.9 On the 
theoretical front, little attention was given to the infant industry argument, probably the strongest 
theoretical case for protection, and much to the simple free trade model. Powerful economic interests 
were pushing for free trade to acquire unfettered entry into third world markets, and the ideologues 
of free trade pushed that way. Given the sparseness of useful empirical evidence in favour of free 
trade for the developing world as a whole, it was a natural time for ideology and cheerleading to play 
a big role. As Stallings and Peres (2000, 2) note, a principle frequently violated in the pre-reform 
discourse was to obtain the necessary information and engage in the necessary analysis before 
making irreversible policy conclusions. So it is not surprising that "many of the predictions turned 
out to be erroneous."   
 Though the reform package had a number of key elements, the bulk of the discussion 
revolved around the need to shift toward freer trade. On this point the intellectual foundations were 
laid down by the Little, Scitovsky and Scott (1970) project and by the later Krueger-Bhagwati 
NBER project (Krueger, 1978; Bhagwati, 1978) and the parallel project by Balassa and Associates 
(Balassa et al, 1971), culminating in Balassa et al (1986), a coherent articulation of the new 
orthodoxy. All were multi-country analyses of the relationship between trade policy and economic 
performance. Their pro-trade conclusions and the similarly market-friendly arguments in other 
policy areas were eventually codified in the "Washington Consensus", the shared view of the World 
Bank, the IMF and the US government with respect to appropriate development policy in the Third 
World. Williamson (1990a, 1990b) gave the body of thought a practical form and has since 
reformulated it in response to criticism. The pro-market feature of these views was further 
strengthened by the demise of the Soviet Union and the economic slowdown of Japan in the 1990s. 
 
Expectations on the Distribution and Employment Fronts 
 Although the Washington Consensus itself did not focus on distribution and employment 
issues, there seemed to be a widespread optimism among those of its proponents who did address 
this matter that more market-based policies would yield better outcomes. Growing concerns about 

                         
9 Probably the main arguments not adequately dealt with in this literature were: (i) the direction of causation issue--
do exports cause growth or is it equally likely to be growth which contributes to better export performance; (ii) the 
possibility that more trade might be beneficial up to a point but not beyond that point, with the empirical 
observations tending to fall in the former range; (iii) the possibility that although freer trade would be good for a 
single country, other things held constant, if all developing countries move that way at the same time they will not 
gain as a group or might lose--the fallacy of composition problem. All of these issues have of course been raised, 
but none were recognized as important possible limitations in the bulk of that literature, or in the strong conclusions 
to which it contributed. 
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the adequacy of employment generation had been a major concern of the 1970s, when the ILO's 
World Employment Programme undertook a series of country analyses focusing on how the 
employment challenge might best be dealt with. Inequality was recognized as being extremely high 
in many countries, especially those of Latin America. For the latter region, some sources (IDB, 
1998, Londoño, 1997, and Berry, 1997) have suggested that there was a period of stability or even 
declining inequality for a period before the 1980s, though Altimir (1996) opined that there had been 
an upward trend in inequality during the long period of ISI.  
 A number of proponents of the new model anticipated that distributional benefits would 
accompany the expected gains on the growth front. Among those clearly predicting a positive 
distributional impact were Balassa et al (1986, 93-94) and Krueger (1983, 186-87). Williamson 
(1990a, 413-414) excluded this area from the Washington Consensus on the grounds that 
Washington at that time had no particular interest in the equity question. 
 The hopes for positive distributional outcomes were based on several arguments. One was 
that under freer trade the demand for labour would rise as factor endowments of the developing 
countries were allowed to show through in the composition of their production of tradables.10 
Another was that the removal of policy biases against agriculture would lead to accelerated growth 
there, helping to raise incomes for many of the Third World's poorest people. Proponents like 
Balassa et al (1986, 94) expected the reforms to help small firms.  "The proposed reforms will be of 
special benefit to small and medium-sized businesses, which have particularly suffered the 
consequences of high protection, the lack of imported inputs, and price controls. At the same time, 
such businesses provide a large potential source of employment creation in Latin America."  
 Weller (2001, 13) notes that "With the resurgence of neoclassical theory, it was argued that 
the region's labour problems originated in distortions of the factor and goods markets." Their 
elimination would, by generating faster growth, lead to higher levels of employment and better 
wages, especially helpful to those with low levels of education. So the most important reforms 
would be ones like those to the trade and financial systems, elimination of urban bias, etc. Only in 
the 1990s was increased emphasis placed on labour market reform geared towards greater flexibility. 
 
 
1.5 The Current Institutional and Popular Discussion and the Main Participants 
 By now there is some empirical evidence to go on, though it remains very hard to understand 
the causation involved. The number of studies which meet the high standards necessary to provide 
persuasive results is small, arguably zero at this time, even though some are valuable and impressive 
given the data and methodological limitations to which they have unavoidably been subject. 
 
The Disappointed Expectations and Resulting Policy Reformulations 
  The introduction of market-friendly policy changes seems to have been followed by 
accelerated growth in some countries but in others performance remains inferior to what was 
achieved under the ISI model. In Latin America, in particular, post reform growth, around 3% per 
year in the 1990s, has been well below the 5.5% of the post-war ISI period, 1945-1980. On the 

                         
10 See, especially, Krueger (1988). 
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distribution front, no general pattern of rising absolute and relative wages of the unskilled, of gains 
by the lower income agricultural workers (small farmers and paid labourers) or of narrowing income 
and productivity gaps between small firms and larger ones has appeared. Here too, the short-run 
outcomes have been, more often than not, the opposite of the proponents' expectations. In short, 
economic performance has left a good deal to be desired, especially with respect to labour market 
outcomes11 and has not, by any means, provided a quick and simple confirmation of the wisdom of 
the policy change.  
 The East Asian story differs in a number of important respects. That region's selective import 
substitution was coupled with strong incentives to export and produced even faster growth than did 
Latin America's and there was no "lost decade" as in the latter region. Unlike Latin America, there 
was no rush to institute reforms. Growth rose in some countries and fell in others, but on average 
remained rapid. But here too, there seems to have been a trend towards a greater frequency of rising 
inequality than before. Sub-Saharan Africa's growth, low even in the 1970s (at an average of 3.3% 
per year) slipped further to 2.0% in the 1980s and failed to recover in the 1990s. Distribution trends 
are less clear in this part of the world due to data deficiencies. South Asia's growth (dominated by 
the figures from India) improved in the 1980s, before the major reforms, and held constant at a little 
over 5.5% in the 1990s. Some analysts have argued that inequality rose in the 1990s, others have 
disputed this (Berry and Serieux, 2002). 
 The failure of the reforms to live up to expectations, especially noted in Latin America, led 
to a series of reformulations in the interpretation of the context and to modifications of some policy 
recommendations. The spotty record has also contributed, along with other factors, to the very 
widespread negative reaction to globalization and the liberalization policies.   
 In describing the points of view which are and have been expressed on the issues under 
discussion here, it is worth distinguishing at least three types of participants--the researchers/students 
of these issues (in particular the more serious ones, whose identification and singling out from the 
rest is naturally controversial), the institutions which take part, and the interested public. The latter 
group has, by definition (i.e. by the fact of not being researchers/students) the disadvantage of a lack 
of detailed understanding of the issues. Those who fall in this category base their views on some 
combination of intuition, trust in others who opine (perhaps journalists, pundits, researchers, or 
institutions) and other factors. As is to be expected, many of these views sound (and are to some 
degree) simplistic to people closer to the evidence. At the other extreme the researchers/students 
have the best chance to get to the bottom of things. Given the complexity of the issues, as well as 
differences in research methodologies and in expectations related to different ideologies, etc. the 
members of this group often have widely varying views; it is important to understand the sources of 
that variance, and in particular when it is related to quality of analysis (including the intellectual 
honesty of those involved) and when to prior expectations/ideology.  
 The institutions tend to manifest different characteristics again. Many have views that reflect 
their "group's" view of economic issues more generally; thus business associations tend to have 
different interpretations on many issues than do unions. Relevant international institutions like the 
                         
11 Re Latin America, see ECLAC (1997) and Lora and Olivera (1998) with an IDB point of view, though the ILO 
(1996) finds labour market performance between the late 1980s and the mid-1990s more favourable in countries 
that applied the economic reforms early than in those which did so later (Weller, 2001, 14). 
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World Bank and the ILO also tend to have "institutional" views, though these are not as systematic, 
stable or predictable as those of interest groups. This is partly because most of them engage in 
research themselves or sponsor it, and thus have within them something of the range of professional 
views that is natural to a group of individual researchers. Their institutional view tends to be some 
amalgam of what their own researchers throw up in the way of ideas, an inertia reflecting the costs 
of change and of any apparent inconsistency of views over time, and the vested interests of the 
groups or countries that most influence them.12 These institutional views tend to be stated in "policy 
positions" and the like, which must pass through a screening process before seeing the light of day, 
one of the reasons why they change only slowly. They also tend to be on the simplistic side, partly 
because they do not so much try to take account of all of the known evidence on an issue as to effect 
some sort of encompassing compromise among the views (or prejudices) of the powers that be 
within them or to whom they are beholden, and also because simple views tend to sell better to those 
whose support is sought but who are not close to the issues nor aware of their subtleties. Policy 
recommendations tend to be kept simple--the "cookie-cutter approach" which eschews the potential 
for fitting them closely to the specific characteristics of each country, because complex instructions 
cannot be given to field and junior line staff. If those instructions are not straightforward the staff 
will become confused and the recommendations chaotic.13 
 Each of the major international institutions has high quality researchers, whose views would not be 
expected to agree totally with the "institutional" view on any particular issue. At times the 
dissonance between more prominent researchers and the official view can be marked. Given these 
various considerations, it would of course be inappropriate to speak of, say, an ILO view on an issue 
as if everyone who worked at the ILO would hold that view. The fact of being serious centres of 
research and having serious researchers means, by definition, that views differ.  
 Current popular discussion on economic policy includes little challenge to the claimed 
superiority of market mechanisms. The recent near-consensus on there being no alternative to 
market driven growth14 accepts that better state regulation must complement and govern market 
mechanisms but always leaves those mechanisms centre stage in discussions of how best to reduce 
poverty.15 Thus People like Williamson note that now it is less a matter of cutting back than of 
                         
12 In the case of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank, the main industrial countries, dominated by 
the United States, constitute the power behind the scenes since they are the source of resources for these institutions. 
Trends in policy views within these institutions tend to reflect those within the U.S.A. (Pauly, 2002). The recent 
resignation of Ravi Kanbur as lead analyst in the preparation of World Development Report 2000/2001 on poverty 
was alleged to be in part the result of a conflict over the acceptable degree of oversight by a U.S. government 
official. 

    13 This piont was made to me by Gerry Helleiner. It is reminiscne to of teh view that the success of teh British Enprice 
lay in jsut seven ideas; the genius of teh system was that all operatives had teh same seven ideas and no more were 
needed (Barzini, 1983). 

14 This paragraph draws heavily on Korzeniewicz and Smith, 2000, pp. 23-26. 
 

15 See, for example, Birdsall, Ross and Sabot (1997) on the contrast between East Asia and Latin America; they 
argue that the former have relied on increasing opportunities as the route to poverty alleviation whereas the latter 
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making the state more effective. Stiglitz, until recently chief economist at the World Bank, stresses a 
more activist role, a shift from the earlier Washington-style reforms that focussed on stability and 
adjustment and on "government failures" as the cause of inflation and allocative inefficiencies. 
Heightened interest has been given to the role of human capital, partly because its importance is 
highlighted by endogenous growth theories. There is greater recognition that education and health 
cannot be financed solely through market mechanisms (IDB, 1996). It is now more widely accepted 
that reform-based growth could widen wage differentials at first even if in the long run it does 
promote higher wages (Edwards, 1995; Morley, 1994). The World Bank's recent report on the role 
of institutions symbolizes this new direction (World Bank, 1998). The emerging dominant view thus 
draws back from the expectations associated with the first wave of reforms--that they would both 
raise growth rates and significantly reduce poverty and inequality. It accepts that in many countries 
this has not occurred and that where poverty reduction has occurred it is more often due not to the 
trade and financial reforms but to lower inflation and the modest growth which has taken place16. 
The challenge of how to increase employment and raise wages, especially for unskilled labour, is 
now widely understood against a background acceptance that trade liberalization and growing 
integration into the world economy initially increase inequality by enhancing opportunities and 
increasing returns for skilled workers (IDB, 1996, 244). Theories that envision the possibility of 
multiple long-term equilibria and illustrate how high inequality may stall growth now receive more 
attention. The earlier ECLAC neostructuralist analyses for Latin America long ago insisted that 
inequality constrains rapid growth (Sunkel and Zuleta, 1990), so there is now some convergence 
between the old and the new in this area. 
 The UN agency most focussed on trade issues, UNCTAD, has weighed in on various issues 
related to the impacts of GL, primarily through its Trade and Development Report 1997: 
Globalization, Distribution and Growth, a valuable document which draws exhaustively on the 
available relevant literature. It notes the co-existence since the early 1980s of the G&L processes 
with slow growth and rising inequality in the world economy (UNCTAD, 1997, iv), delves into the 
factors underlying this combination, warns that "evidence is mounting that slow growth and rising 
inequalities are becoming more permanent features" (ibid, v), and that rising inequality could create 
a backlash that may threaten some of the benefits of the recent economic reforms. It emphasizes both 
the rising gap between skilled and less skilled wage earners in the developing world and the rising 
profit share. It advocates more serious and detailed analysis of "convergence". 
 
  "If speculative talk about converging incomes and living standards is to cede place to a 

realistic policy agenda, it is necessary to have a firm grasp of what drives economic growth 
in a market economy" (ibid, vii).17  

                                                                  
have focussed more on transfers. For a useful general statement falling within the category of "revised consensus 
thinking" see Birdsall and de la Torre (2001) and Burki and Perry (1997). 

16 On the poverty-reducing merits of curtailing inflation this new view appears to be less than firmly based on the 
evidence. More generally it is likely that any new consensus, fairly quickly reached, will, like the previous one, 
contain a number of errors, since the analysis which would be needed to give it real solidity is not there. 

17 UNCTAD's  evident impatience with the "talk of convergence" is understandable. Probably the burst of 
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 "The good news, however, is that where convergence has occurred, there are by now clear 

explanations for it in terms of the development strategy pursued." (ibid, vii). 
 
As advocate of the developing countries, it notes that  
 "among the asymmetries of globalization is the fact that liberalization of the world economy 

has proceeded so far in a lopsided way that tends to prejudice the growth prospects of 
developing countries by discriminating against areas in which they can achieve comparative 
advantage." (ibid, vii). 

  
 The currently growing emphasis on growth with equity to some extent echoes the challenge 
that arose thirty or so years ago to the then-popular view of "growth first, then redistribution". The 
trajectory of views within the World Bank, the most powerful of the IFIs in terms of its impact on 
development policy, is of special interest. There the issue surfaced during the McNamara 
administration, as the idea of an inevitable trade-off between growth and equity was rebutted (Kapur 
et al, 1997, 16). There was an increased focus on poverty and human needs, especially in rural areas, 
and an emphasis on the need for more effective institutions. But that earlier push towards equity met 
obstacles, including the growing prevalence of authoritarian regimes in the Third World, the lack of 
Bank leverage due to the surging private capital flows, the weak commitment of Bank staff to 
McNamara's agenda, a lack of links to local political actors or grassroots social movements, perhaps 
also the lack of a clear and generally accepted theoretical framework and of a strong base of 
knowledge about links between growth, poverty and inequality. McNamara's agenda rapidly slipped 
on Clausen's arrival (Kapur et al, 1997, 331). Then came the Thatcher-Reagan era in politics, the 
neo-liberal revolution in economics, a reading of the East Asian success stories favourable to neo-
liberal thinking and Anne Krueger's replacement of much staff in the World Bank (Kapur et al, 
1997, 22).  
 After regaining some emphasis under Conable and Preston, by 1991 poverty was being 
touted as the Bank's priority objective. The original introduction of the poverty goal had not been 
completely eliminated even under Clausen-Krueger18 and it regained emphasis in the 1980s and 
1990s, helped along by pressure from NGOs with influence on public opinion and in other ways. 
Together with several international agencies such as UNICEF and UNDP, these constituted a 
substantial outside pressure on the Bank, leading Kapur et al to conclude that the attention to poverty 
at this time was more externally based than had been the case in the 1970s. 
                                                                  
theoretical writing on that topic was damaging to realistic appraisals of what might transpire in the wake of the GL 
processes, since it contributed to excessive optimism, while probably persuading some people that theory created a 
stronger presumption in this direction than in fact it does and discouraging the sort of in depth analysis needed to 
ascertain when and where that pattern is most likely to occur. 
 

18 As Kapur, Lewis and Webb (1997, 367) note  with respect to the period after McNamara's departure "though 
poverty lending was delayed, constrained, and later disowned by many in the Bank, the cause may have been given 
a lasting boost because taboos were broken, concepts changed and a new generation of staff members-more open to 
the poverty goal-was inserted into the Bank's staffing pipeline." 
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 Many of the shifts on policy and in "consensus" views of the sort described above have been 
based more on intuition, ideology and "common sense" than on careful sifting of the evidence. This 
has contributed to a tendency to go too far, as illustrated by the near-elimination of government as an 
actor in the idealized development process, to the point where it was necessary to "bring it back in." 
Policy prescriptions on privatization are often correspondingly automatic, with little attention to the 
serious literature in this area (some of it from the World Bank). Current views are probably less 
simplistic than those of the "consensus" phase because they are less extreme, but it remains to be 
seen whether they are any better-grounded in careful thought and analysis. The high expectations for 
Social Funds, microcredit, and market-friendly land reform and the miracles of information 
technology (with the filling of “digital divide”) have yet to be subjected to the serious critique that 
any new policy instruments need. The continuing lack of serious analysis and criticism means that 
we are too often in the hands of extremists and simplistic "vision" people. 
 There has been a partial convergence of views on some aspects of economic policy among 
the various UN and other agencies, probably due mainly to a true convergence of views and perhaps 
partly to opponents of a ruling orthodoxy not wanting to appear too far out of line with it. The 
dangers of very loose monetary and fiscal policy are generally accepted, though the merits of really 
low inflation seem to be quite exaggerated. The merits of export support are widely recognized, at 
least as long as the elasticity of demand for the products is not too low, while that of zero protection 
for import competing sectors is still under debate.  
 The labour policy area illustrates the differences across institutions. Many ILO documents 
over the years have been criticized for presuming the same setting in developing as in developed 
countries and for assuming that unions and strong institutions to protect formal sector workers are 
desirable, without a great deal of attention to their possible distorting impacts. That view is now 
much more nuanced; the real dangers from very strong unions and work regulations have long been 
recognized in some ILO studies (e.g. the World Employment Programme studies beginning in the 
1960s). But ILO positions still tend to differ significantly from the line taken most frequently over 
the last decade or so by the World Bank, which advocates labour market flexibility through 
curtailing distortions and union power19. ECLAC (2000, 138-150, and citing World Bank, 1995 and 
ILO, 1999) presents a balanced view which recognizes the possible distortion costs of problems in 
the labour market while emphasizing the promotion of social dialogue along with flexibility, 
retraining, minimum wages, unemployment insurance, and profit sharing to improve incentives and 
reduce the fixed costs of hiring labour. 
 At present several sets of proposals recommend further reforms, usually involving a 
deepening of the first-generation reforms complemented by a second generation. A recent ECLAC 
study fits this mould. Stallings and Peres (2000) feel that the majority of the first-generation 
potential benefits have already materialized except in those countries where the reforms came late, 
and that deepening would lead to decreasing returns (or no returns at all?). Their agenda for another 
round of reforms includes competitiveness policies and investment promotion, investment in the 
social area, and maintaining and improving macroeconomic stability. A cross cutting need is better 

                         
19 The importance of highly flexible labour markets, claimed in much recent literature, have yet be seriously 
demonstrated. 
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public sector-private sector coordination to deal with external vulnerability. 
 
Special Features and Limitations of UN Institutions' Research 
 The evolution of views espoused by the main international institutions (not to imply of 
course that everyone in any of these institutions shares those or any other views) has included a 
warming to market-based policies and an increasing concern with distribution/poverty. Some of the 
institutions have become major actors in the research area, evolving from users of others' work to 
generators of their own. The World Bank, especially, has greatly increased its activity over the last 
30 years. Other UN institutions actively involved in the poverty/distribution policy area have been 
ECLAC, UNCTAD, the ILO, the UNDP and UNRISD. Given the severity of income inequalities in 
Latin America, that region's development bank (the IDB) has over the last decade also dedicated 
considerable attention to the inequality challenge (IDB, 1998). The IMF has generally limited its 
research efforts and policy pronouncements to the areas closest to its own responsibilities, balance of 
payments management and structural adjustment policies. In the last few years, however, the Fund 
has recognized the importance of poverty reduction in its official statements and in a few 
publications and has developed a Poverty Reduction and Growth Facility (formerly ESAF) and 
supported the development of Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers (PRSPs) as a tool to improve the 
design and effectiveness of policy against poverty. This latter instrument is still relatively new, so 
any judgment of its potential would be premature at this time.20 Though it has not yet developed any 
significant research capacity on poverty, this has not precluded some firm statements on how best to 
reduce that malady.21 The relevance of the IMF and the policies it influences to issues of inequality 
may be much greater than previously assumed if it is true, as argued by Cornia and Court (2001, 18), 
"..findings....suggest that liberalization of the domestic and international financial system has caused 
an increase in income inequality much greater than that caused by other policy changes such as trade 
and labour market liberalization and privatization." 
 Most UN institutions can be characterized as systematic supporters of certain policies, while 
at the same time being open to alternatives in other policy areas and on how best to execute favoured 
policies. When an institution has made up its mind on a given policy, for whatever reason, it is less 
likely to undertake research into the desirability of that policy; whatever work appears to fall in that 
category is more likely to be designed to shore up the official position in debates with others, i.e. to 
"look for" evidence in support of the accepted position. On matters where no official or systematic 
view exists, the research is more likely to be undertaken in order to learn.  
 Not surprisingly therefore, the organizations which have staked strong institutional positions 
on globalization and the associated liberalizing reforms have not directed much if any research effort 

                         
20 UNCTAD’s 2002 report on the Least Devleoped coutnreis (UNCTAD, 2002)argues that though the terminology 
is altered frm the oast, the policy advice has not changed much. It is possible that change will increase with time. 
21 Thus Gordon Brown, Monetary and Financial Committee Chair, in response to a question with respect to protests 
in Washington, in April, 2000, said that " the way forward for those who want to reduce poverty and see greater 
stability in the world and diffusion of prosperity around the world is not to advocate turning our backs on the global 
economy and retreating from international economic cooperation. The way forward is through strengthened 
international economic cooperation that we are now proposing with reforms in the international financial 
architecture. This is the best way to tackle poverty and injustices." (IMF Survey, April 24, 2000, 117). 
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at the questions of whether the reforms themselves have been a positive factor, but rather on how to 
refine and improve the functioning of the new model. More generally, most recent research related 
to globalization/liberalization accepts the policy trends as either inevitable or desirable --in either 
case a given for the analysis, and attempts to understand why outcomes have fallen short of the 
desirable and what can be done about this, policy-wise.  
 Based on this broad generalization it would appear that Washington consensus institutions 
like the World Bank will not be open to a very wide range of views on the role of free trade, 
privatization, labour market imperfections, capital controls, etc. in the design of policies to reduce 
inequality and poverty.22 But the Bank has over time come to worry seriously about inequality so its 
self-defined task is to identify poverty-reducing policies that are also market-friendly. Meanwhile 
the other members of the United Nations group-- the ILO, UNCTAD, ECLAC, the UNDP and 
UNRISD, have focussed much more on issues of equity and accordingly have adopted different 
stances from the IFIs on a number of issues. On average, the sources to which the different 
institutions give greatest credence vary across the spectrum of views, with the IFIs giving greater 
weight to more neo-liberal authors and the other UN agencies greater weight to authors who do not 
fall in that category. 
 The aforementioned rigidity of thought on the part of the IFIs has had a considerably 
negative effect on the sorting out of what really works and what does not, both on the growth and on 
the distributional fronts. The World Bank in particular controls a high share of research resources 
and has on occasion repressed competing internal views, as with the interesting case of agricultural 
mechanization in the 1970s23. Where inequality went with inefficiency due to a market imperfection, 
as with agricultural mechanization (whose effects are influenced by imperfections in all of the 
capital, labour and land markets), the Bank would ultimately come to a more informed view. But if 
lower inequality comes at the expense of property rights (as with traditional land reform through 
expropriation) or of economic efficiency as traditionally defined, this creates a dilemma for the 
Bank. Somewhat later, as investment in education (especially primary) became a strong element of 
the Bank's development recipe, a similar rigidity grew up. An excessively simple and neo-classical 
interpretation of the evidence on the economic payoff to education came to dominate. Only more 
than a decade later did a Bank researcher call attention to apparent inconsistencies between that view 
and the empirical evidence on the growth impact of education (Pritchett, 1996b). Educational policy 
has been less central to the Bank's policy recommendations over the last couple of decades than have 
the market-oriented reforms, including freer trade. It would be a bigger institutional challenge to the 
Bank to alter its views substantially in these areas should the empirical evidence eventually call for 
such a modification. 
                         
22 The critiques of Stiglitz (2002), while obviously important, are unusual, even for someone no longer in the 
employ of the institution. 

23 The Bank had been making agricultural mechanization loans whose natural beneficiaries were large farms. A 
competent analysis of the impact of such credit in Pakistan, which pointed to its effect of displacing tenant farmers 
from the large properties, was archived for a year or two before surfacing and eventually affecting Bank thinking. 
At the time most Bank personnel working with the agricultural sector seemed not to be aware of the mounting 
evidence on the relative efficiency of small farms, though this weakness was at least partially rectified in the course 
of the 1970s. 
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 With hindsight (and sometimes without it) it is possible to detect many errors of fact and of 
analysis in the work of most of the institutions mentioned here. This is hardly surprising given their 
large output and the wide range of issues they deal with, the varying quality of researchers or 
summarizers on which each draws, and the limited time which they sometimes can dedicate to 
specific research and writing tasks. Both time constraints and ideological leanings probably 
contribute to the fact that most output is not subjected to a great deal of critical review, especially 
from specialists who do not share the leanings of the institution. The marketplace of ideas does sort 
out some of the differences. Thus, World Bank views have moved on a good number of points over 
the years. The UNDP, whose 1999 report accepted that world inequality was rising significantly has 
subsequently drawn back from that claim. Unfolding events of course force changes of views also; 
however optimistic the expectations that G&L would lead to a decrease in inequality in countries 
and in the world, the evidence has persuaded nearly everyone that the outcome--at least in the former 
respect, has been very different. Optimists can and do retain the view that the long run will be 
different from the short, but their interpretations of the world have to become more complicated. On 
the issue of the impacts of G&L on inequality, however, it would seem unlikely that any meeting of 
minds will occur in the foreseeable future. The fact that the issue is a complicated one, on which it is 
inevitable that the conclusions of some plausible looking research will point in one direction and 
those of other plausible looking research in the opposite direction, makes it very easy for each side 
of a debate to find decent "ammunition". Even among ideologically neutral and very competent 
researchers it may take a long time for a comprehensive consensus to develop, if it ever does. What 
might more realistically be hoped for is a near-consensus among such people on at least some 
elements of the broad set of relationships between G&L and inequality.   
 The combination of some degree of ideological bias on issues close to the heart of the 
current conventional wisdom on economic policy, together with the serious deficit in total research 
on inequality and poverty (by institutions like the World Bank and by everyone else) creates a 
number of dangers. The most obvious is that good policies will not be well or quickly identified and 
pursued. Perhaps as serious is the tendency to grasp at anything that sounds plausible as an antidote 
to inequality. The view that microenterprise can be the motor for growth if only it can be relieved of 
bureaucratic repression may well exemplify this sort of danger.24 A natural tendency is to search for 
policy responses to the inequality and poverty problems that do not interfere with the basic (growth 
or efficiency-oriented) package. Thus the components of that package have not been sufficiently re-
examined with a view to better understanding their distributional implications. For example, the 
possibility (or perhaps likelihood) that a significant level of inflation may be required to facilitate 
efficient allocation of labour (by allowing real wage decreases to occur more easily in certain sectors 
and/or activities) has received little attention. Low inflation is generally accepted as one of the basic 
elements of "good" economic policy.25 Probably the greatest weakness cum bias in the body of 
                         
24 This is not to say that support for microenterprise is not a promising component of the anti-poverty policy 
package, but rather that only with further research can it be established under what conditions this sector can make a 
real contribution and how big that contribution may become. 

25 This new conventional wisdom is somewhat reminisicent of an orthodoxy of the 1970s, that higher interst rates 
were pivortal to rasieing savings, a view taken as gospel until the ambiguity of the empirical evidence became too 
obvious. 
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research relating international trade to growth (and perhaps to inequality though this is less clear) is 
the failure, both in the original Washington Consensus package of ideas and in the general policy 
discussion, to recognize the pivotal role of the exchange rate, in particular the real exchange rate, as 
a determinant of trade, growth, labour allocations and other outcome variables.26 Both misaligned 
and volatile real exchange rates have been shown to have heavy costs for economic performance. 
The payoff to increased integration into world capital markets has been greatly reduced (and 
sometimes turned into a loss) through the impact of those movements on the real exchange rate and 
the resulting disruption of the domestic economy. Clearly there has been a serious imbalance in the 
thought given to trade policy as opposed to exchange rate policy, with comparably serious effects on 
the quality of economic policy and on the resulting economic performance of many developing 
countries. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Institutional Contributions Through Data Collection and Dissemination, and Through A 
General Emphasis on the Poverty Challenge  
 Though progress towards achieving the needed level of understanding on matters of 
inequality has been discouragingly slow, and it might have been hoped that the international 
institutions could have launched a more concerted and effective effort in that direction, several of 
them do deserve credit for taking the issue of distribution seriously and making investments in data 
and in skills which will continue to pay off well into the future.  
 The World Bank was relatively early in beginning to assign weight to issues of inequality, an 
attention that was signalled by the publication of the volume Redistribution with Growth (Chenery et 
al, 1974). This focus waned during the Clausen-Krueger period but was revived by the 1990s. Over 
the last quarter century the Bank has made important contributions by sponsoring periodic and 
comparable Living Standards Measurement Surveys (LSMS) in a good number of developing 
countries, including mainly ones in which data on distribution were sparse or non-existent. In recent 
years the Bank has made its data bases increasingly available to interested users, a valuable service 
given the public good nature of this research resource. Various Bank publications summarize a wide 
variety of data on social issues generally, including income distribution and poverty.  
 The Bank's most recent compilation of distribution data from around the world (Deininger 
and Squire, 1996) helps users to distinguish between data of higher and of lower quality. More 
recently, WIDER has made available another such compilation. Significant as these contributions 
have been, it remains unfortunately the case that such compilations only take us a fairly short way 
towards the goal of having a cross-country data set whose reliability (for each country) and 
comparability (across countries and over time in each country) would provide a solid base for the 
sort of hypothesis-testing on determinants and effects of inequality which many researchers have 
been doing (with attendant risks) and others would like to do. The main and final obstacle to 
                         
    26I am indebted to Gerry Heleeiner for hthis int. 
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achieving such a data set is that the national data for all developing countries suffer various and 
usually serious defects and sources of non-comparability. Creating the needed set would inevitably 
involve a good deal of intensive work at the country level, together with careful checking for 
differences in biases across countries. Such an effort would require many skilled researchers over a 
significant period of time in order to make the quantum quality leap which is needed in order to 
expand the range of issues that can be safely dealt with by cross-country analysis. Until that time the 
results of research using cross-country data sets on inequality should be viewed with great caution 
unless the author makes a persuasive case that comparability across the countries selected is indeed 
adequate to the specific issue being studied (e.g. through appropriate sensitivity analysis). 
 Beginning in the 1980s ECLAC made an important contribution to analysis of inequality in 
Latin America with its series of papers "Antecedentes de la Distribución del Ingreso", each of which 
provided a critical review of the household surveys undertaken in a given country over a selected 
period of time, including estimates of the completeness of income reporting based on comparisons 
with the national accounts-based estimates of personal income.27 On the basis of this effort, which 
he directed, Altimir suggested corrections to the original distributions available for several Latin 
American countries (Altimir, 1987). Such country critiques are an essential element in the 
development of a high quality international data set, but appear not to have been undertaken 
systematically in any other part of the developing world. ECLAC publications now present a large 
amount of data on distribution by country, and that institution, like the World Bank, has itself carried 
out much valuable research. The recent discussion (e.g. Ravallion, of the World Bank, in Ravallion, 
2001) around the relative merits of national accounts statistics as opposed to household surveys as 
the better source of estimates of average income and consumption in a country, while it has initially 
produced a good deal of confusion, will ultimately be helpful in clarifying additional aspects of 
income and consumption reporting structure and the pitfalls that the user must be aware of. 
 The Interamerican Development Bank has recently provided assistance to countries of the 
region to improve their household surveys and thus strengthen the informational base on matters of 
inequality. It also initiated the development of a series of "reform indices", which were then further 
refined by ECLAC and used in the analysis of the impacts of G&L summarized by Stallings and 
Peres (2000). 
 The UNDP, meanwhile, pioneered an important publication in this area, the Human 
Development Report, valuable to users for its broad compilation of data relevant to social and 
development issues and for its analyses of selected issues. Similarly, UNCTAD's Trade and 
Development Report and the UNCTAD Review have become useful tools for anyone interested in 
the role of trade in the developing world. 
 Many UN agencies have thus weighed in, either on the analysis of the determinants of 
inequality (including its links with GL), or in helping to build a better base of information with 
which to undertake such studies, or both. These contributions are very valuable, but thus far not 
nearly adequate to resolve the most important puzzles, as explained below.  
 
 

                         
27 An example is CEPAL, 1987. 
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2. Concerns: What has Happened to the Level of Inequality Since 1980 
 
2.1 Introduction: Facts and Points of Dispute 
 The key points of agreement (or near agreement) among specialists: 
i) the level of inequality in many developing countries is extremely high, such as to naturally be 
viewed as a social problem and an object of policy with intent to try to lessen the problem; 
ii) the level of world inequality, defined in terms of absolute purchasing power among persons, is 
rather higher than that of the most inegalitarian country and the bulk of that inequality comes from 
the inter-country inequality rather than that within countries; 
iii) although some economic mechanisms suggest that a considerable level of inequality may be a 
necessary condition for growth, this view has lost favour over the years; no general case to this effect 
receives much support from the evidence, although under certain circumstances the argument could 
be valid; 
iv) world income and consumption inequality rose dramatically during the period from 1820 
(perhaps sooner but we know of no estimates prior to that year) until 195028, but according to most 
of the more careful analyses29 has not changed significantly over the last half century (Bourguinon 
and Morrisson, 2002; Berry and Serieux, 2002; Schultz, 1998; Bhalla, 2001). While there is some 
disagreement on the latter point, it can be mainly traced to methodological points on which, in fact, 
the most careful students do not disagree (e.g. the use of purchasing power parity in conversion 
among currencies30; treatment of the individual person as the unit of analysis)31; between country 
inequality, which has historically driven changes in world inequality so measured, has thus been 
relatively constant over a lengthy period; 
                         
28 According to most of the standard indicators (Bourguinon and Morrisson, 2002, Table 1). The Theil coefficient 
shows a different pattern over time, with the period of rapid change being 1820-1910, after which there was little 
change until 1980-92 when another significant increase occurred according to this index but not according to the 
Gini coefficient, the mean log deviation or the standard deviation of logarithm. 

29 And those which treat the individual person as the unit of analysis and convert income and consumption levels 
between countries using purchasing power parity figures. 

30 UNCTAD was one of the institutions (along with UNDP, 1999) to report a major increase in inequality, with the 
Gini coefficient rising from 0.66 in 1965 to 0.74 in 1990 and the ratio of the richest quintile to the poorest rising 
dramatically from 31.1 to 60.1 (UNCTAD, 1997, 81). The report drew on Korzeniewicz and Moran (1997). The 
authors were aware that the choice between market exchange rate conversion and PPP conversion matters. They 
judged that the latter was the more appropriate way to gauge relative welfare conditions but followed Arrighi (1991) 
to the dubious conclusion that exchange rates provide a better "indicator of the command that different countries 
have over the human and natural resources." 
 

31 An exception is Milanovic, 2002, who makes the case for the exclusive use of data from household surveys in 
estimates of world inequality and reports a sharp increase in that inequality between 1988 and 1993. As discussed 
elsewhere (e.g. Berry and Serieux, 2002; Bhalla, 2001), the arguments for this approach do not appear to be 
persuasive. 
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v) although much interest naturally attaches to changes in national inequality, and significant 
changes have occurred during the last half-century in a few countries, the most striking general 
feature of country-level inequality is also its stability over time; 
vi) over the last two decades approximately, however, a widespread though far from universal 
pattern towards increases in national-level inequality is generally accepted to have occurred32; 
vii) presumably related to this, but how closely is not yet clear, is the heavy weight of job creation in 
the informal sector. In regions such as Latin America, given the disproportionate share of new jobs 
coming from the informal sector, it is probably surprising that national distributions have not 
worsened more and more frequently than they have during the 1990s. 
 The major points of disagreement and ongoing debate/discussion about the patterns of 
change involve: 
i) trends in world poverty during the 1990s; some authors (e.g Bhalla, 2001, 153) conclude that 
the downward trend of earlier decades has continued at more or less the same rate, while some (e.g 
Berry and Serieux, 2002, Table 8, when the poverty line is a relatively low one) judge that it has 
became considerably slower than before and others, including various World Bank studies (e.g Chen 
and Ravallion, 2000) believe that there was no decline in poverty at all in spite of the considerable 
growth,33 and hence that 1990s (and 1980s) growth has been less healthy in some sense than was 
that of earlier periods; 
ii) related to these different views on poverty trends are modest differences in estimates of how 
world inequality has moved, especially over the 1990s (see below).  
iii) there is, unsurprisingly, disagreement with respect to distribution and poverty trends at the level 
of regions (especially Sub-Saharan Africa) and countries, for many of which the data are clearly not 
of a quality that can sustain confident comparison over time. The ambiguities that exist at this level 
are not, however, either so frequent or so serious as to create much doubt about overall world trends, 
which are greatly influenced by China and India, or about whether intra-country trends have more 
frequently been towards equality or towards inequality. 
 When it comes to the causal processes connecting G&L and inequality and poverty, 
disagreement becomes the norm rather than the exception. This is not for lack of persuasive 
evidence on the correlates of inequality at the national level, with the most striking aspect being the 
usually large amount of income variance that is associated with differences in level of education. 
Other correlates such as region of the country in which the person lives, whether the person works in 
the formal or the informal sector, gender, and (in the relatively few attempts made to measure it) 
ability, all have much less explanatory power than does level of education. The role of capital 
incomes is less understood than that of labour incomes and how they are determined, since the 
former are badly measured, with almost no exceptions in the developing world. It thus remains 
possible that differences in holdings of non-human capital explain a large amount of income 

                         
32 Though not everyone is persuaded that this is the case (e.g. Deininger and Squire, 1996; Dollar, 2001). 
Differences of opinion are not surprising given the uneven and on average low quality of the data in developing 
countries. 

33 For a detailed critique of the World Bank estimates, see Bhalla, 2001. 
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variance but that the standard analysis does not reveal this due to the very incomplete and inaccurate 
coverage of those forms of capital. 
 Unfortunately, much higher quality data are required to identify trends in inequality than 
simply to get a reasonable reading of its approximate level; as a result there are few developing 
countries in which longer run trends are known with much certainty.34 Where the true trends are 
very strongly in one or the other direction, the data probably pick them up; otherwise they may not. 
Causal analysis of a poorly measured dependent variable is naturally hazardous and the sources of 
inequality changes are correspondingly ill understood.  
 Particularly relevant to this paper is the fact that the period of G&L has been one of 
widespread increases in reported intra-country inequality, raising the possibility that G&L may be 
causally related to that deterioration. 
 On the growth front also, it remains open to debate whether G&L have on average made a 
positive or a negative contribution thus far.  
 
 
2.2 The World Distribution of Income and the Level of World Poverty 
 The huge gap between the world's rich and its poor has made trends in world inequality a 
matter of much interest. As noted above, that gap appears to have widened markedly during a period 
beginning in the early nineteenth century at the latest and continuing until around the middle of the 
twentieth. Since about 1950 it has been possible to follow the evolution of inequality with much 
more precision, given the availability of national accounts in all major countries and of intra-country 
inequality measures in an increasing share of them.35 As noted above, there is something close to a 
                         
34 Uncertainty also surrounds the changes over time in other indicators or forms of inequality, including income better 
measured (say to include consumption of publicly provided goods), satisfaction of basic needs, health and life expectancy 
and, ultimately, satisfaction or welfare. But less attention has been given to theses indicators, and hence much less 
disagreement about them has arisen. 
 
 
35 Given adequate national distribution data for a reasonably large set of countries, the main additional factor needed 
to undertake cross-country comparison and/or aggregation is appropriate assumptions about the relative value of the 
different currencies. The ICP (International Comparisons Project) conversion indices used here do not provide fully 
accurate translation of per capita income levels between countries; whereas use of nominal exchange rates tends to 
exaggerate income differences between richer and poorer countries, the ICP indices tend to understate them. 
Dowrick and Quiggin (1997) derive an alternative index (referred to as the “Afriat real index") with desirable 
properties which, in the OECD context, implies that income convergence occurred between 1980 and 1990 whereas 
the ICP indices yielded no clear results. But Quiggin (2002) reports that the opposite appears to be true when a 
sample including poor countries is used, and that there is no general presumption that the use of this index would 
lead to more frequent findings of convergence. Dowrick and Akaml's (2001) conclusion that world inequality rose 
somewhat between 1980 and 1993 would be consistent with the hypothesis that the use of PPP conversion was 
creating a bias towards convergence. 
 The key methodological decision around conversion of national currencies to a common base, however, is 
whether market exchange rates are used. When this approach is taken, world inequality clearly increases over the 
recent period, whereas when PPP conversion is used it does not (according to most studies). In its 1999 Human 
Development Report, the UNDP used the former approach, following authors such as Korzeniewicz and Moran 
(1997). 
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consensus that there has been only modest change in world inequality over the last half-century, at 
least compared to the dramatic increase over the previous 130 years. The two exceptions seem to be 
Milanovic (2002), who reports a significant increase in inequality over the short period 1988-93 
(using exclusively household survey data) and Bhalla (2001, 7), who reports a decrease from a peak 
Gini of 68.6 in 1980 to 66 at the end of the 1990s. I doubt the methodological validity of the former, 
while the change reported by Bhalla, even if valid, could hardly be considered a major deviation 
from the pattern of the previous few decades. To quote Berry and Serieux (2002, 21-24). 
 "World inequality among persons fell during both the 1980s and the 1990s, according to all 
of our indicators--marginally according to some (including the Gini coefficient) and more markedly 
according to others (including the Theil coefficient). Income share was transferred from deciles 
seven to nine to the bottom six deciles and to the top one (see Table 1). This outcome can be seen as 
the net result of two offsetting trends: falling inter-country inequality and rising intra-country 
inequality in wealthier countries and some of the developing ones, most prominently China. In fact, 
the observed improvement in the distribution of world income can be attributed entirely to the fact 
that the lessening of income gaps between countries was more than enough to offset the rising 
inequality within countries. As a result, the world's poor were, generally speaking, substantially 
better off in 2000 than in 1980 and, accordingly, world poverty incidence continued its long 
downward trend. It is noteworthy, however, that the rate of poverty reduction was not uniform over 
the two decades. In the 1980s it was brisk, continuing the pattern of the 1960s and 1970s, as East 
and South Asia (the home of the majority of the world’s poor) expanded at a significantly faster rate 
than the rest of the world. However, despite continued growth in these regions in the 1990s, 
increasing intra-country inequality (particularly in China and India) and the fact that most remaining 
poor had incomes well below the poverty line, combined with increasing poverty in Africa, led to a 
near cessation in the reduction of extreme poverty globally. Even taking the two decades as a whole, 
the net improvement in world income inequality and poverty was not broadly based, but rather 
highly dependent, like the overall growth in world income, on the impressive growth performance of 
China and the substantial growth of India. When China is excluded from the calculations, inequality 
increases by most measures. When India is excluded along with China, not only is there a more 
marked deterioration in the distribution of world income, but poverty incidence remains about 
constant" (see Berry and Serieux, 2002, Table 8).36 
                         
36 The various studies with similar methodology differ more in the absolute level of inequality that they report than 
in the trends. This is not surprising because most methodological differences are likely to lead to fairly systematic 
differences over time between any two studies. Judged by the Gini coefficients, whereas the Berry-Serieux figures 
indicate a very small decrease in inequality (from 0.648 in 1990 to 0.639 in 2000), Bhalla (2001, 84) finds a 
somewhat greater decline from a higher level (0.676 in 1989 to 0.660 in 1999) while Sala-I-Martin (2002, 60) 
reports a decline from 0.630 in 1990 to 0.609 in 1998. (When Berry-Serieux used the unadjusted official figures for 
China’s GDP trajectory, their Gini estimates also fell by two percentage points in the 1990s. But the faster fall in 
inequality reported by Sala-i-Martin does not appear to be related to this factor since he also adjusted the official 
Chinese growth figures down, by two percentage points (Sala-i-Martin, 2002, 35). Bhalla (2001, 9) also refers to 
this issue but it is not clear whether he uses adjusted figures or not.)  Although there is widespread agreement that 
PPP conversion across currencies is superior to market exchange rate conversion, that does not mean that it is 
without its own flaws (see below). Dowirck and Akmal (2001), replacing the PPP with an Afriat true index, find the 
inter-country Gini coefficient to rise a little between 1980 and 1993 (0.615 to 0.623) while the overall Gini rises 
from 0.698 to 0.711. If this analysis is in its other methodological details close to the studies cited above, the above 
numbers would suggest that use of PPP conversion may lead to a substantial downward bias in the estimated trend 
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 Evidently no simple generalization describes the pattern of change over these 20 years. It 
might be argued that there was income convergence, but with such a finding sensitive to the 
exclusion of a single country (China) its meaning would be open to question. When India is 
excluded along with China the pattern is unmistakably one of divergence. These two decades could 
equally well be described as manifesting strong pressures towards divergence, offset (plus a little) by 
the rapid growth of the two largest low-income countries.  In short, these two countries can be 
considered to have rescued the world from a dismal overall performance over the two decades. 
 World poverty trends have been more controversial than those of income distribution. An 
important element in the vigorous recent debate about the trajectory of world poverty has involved 
which estimate of income to use together with a poverty line to determine the amount of poverty in 
any given country. Until the 1990s, the practice was to use national accounts figures as the source of 
the average personal income for each country; household surveys were the source of the distribution 
around that average. The World Bank's decision to build its estimates around survey-based means 
had important consequences for the subsequent debate.37 Not only may the levels be different but, as 
Bhalla illustrates, so may the trends over substantial periods of time. In this case the Bank's decision 
led to a much slower estimated rate of poverty eradication than would continued used of the national 
accounts-based means. The above discussion of the recent trajectory of world poverty reflects our 
judgment that the national accounts figures provide a more reliable base for changes over time 
(which is what mainly matters in evaluating how world poverty moves over time).38 
 The Milanovic estimates of world income distribution, including his conclusion that there 
was a large increase in world inequality between 1988 and 1993, are subject to the same 
methodological caveat. Nevertheless his study (and others based on the same data) fuelled a 
vigorous debate, including an article in The Economist by Robert Wade (2001, 73-75) and 
subsequent comments. As Bhalla (2001, 4) points out, none of four well-known commentators on 
the Wade article drew to the reader's attention that the estimated change in inequality over this short 
period was totally out of keeping with the last half century of stability. This exchange in the public 
domain of ideas shows both how quickly exciting ideas are picked up by proponents of one side or 
the other, and how little they may be subjected to serious professional critique as to the adequacy of 
the methodology which produced them.39 

                                                                  
of world inequality. Quite possibly, though, other methodological differences account for part of the contrast in 
results, so a best guess would still be that any change over this period--in whichever direction, was small.  
 

37 This section is based on Bhalla, 2001, Chapter 7. He notes (p. 126) that estimates of mean household income or 
consumption from the two sources are "distinct, separate, and many times far apart." 

38 Bhalla (2001, Chapter 7) makes a powerful case to this effect, and demonstrates how large a difference it makes 
to the estimated trend of per capita consumption.  Ravallion (2001) of the World Bank agrees that it makes a 
difference and in which direction. He also reports, however, that there are strong regional effects, with the 
divergence mainly due to the severe data problems in the contracting transition economies. 

39 Bhalla (2001, 4) believes that numbers are particularly powerful when they imply that "all is not well with the 
capitalist world." We leave aside the question of whether political currents underlay some of the history of this 
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 In short, striking ranges of errors and/or questionable judgments about recent world 
inequality trends have contributed to much confusion. Since on average there seems to be no reason 
to expect a major discrepancy between distributional trends according to whether conversion across 
currencies is by market exchange rate or by PPP, it was a matter of historical accident that over the 
last decade or so it happened to make a lot of difference, and institutions like UNCTAD and the 
UNDP, which at least temporarily accepted the validity of the exchange rate approach, reached 
conclusions about the evolving situation which were unduly pessimistic.40 Ironically, a debatable 
methodological decision within the World Bank (but a quite different one) led its main inequality 
researchers to a rather parallel conclusion that the fruits of recent growth had not been filtering down 
to the world's poor. Rather parallel conclusions were reached but neither was definitively rooted in 
the facts. Parallel conclusions were also reached, this time correctly as far can be judged, on the fact 
that the recent period has been plagued by a general tendency to internal deteriorations in 
distribution. 
 In-house research experience on issues of income inequality has been most notable and 
continuous in the cases of the World Bank and ECLAC, with other agencies making sporadic 
contributions in this area. On the determinants of inequality, including GL, the Bank and ECLAC 
are once again prominent, along with the IDB occasionally. The other agencies rely more on the 
existing literature as they develop their policy statements and summary documents, and must usually 
do so with less in-house expertise in the area, a factor that makes it harder to avoid certain types of 
misinterpretation of the data and the literature. 
 
Globalization/Liberalization and the World Distribution of Income 
 As with any other phenomenon hypothesized to have an impact on world inequality, the 
inquiry about links with G&L can be divided into two broad questions: how have they affected inter-
country inequality and how have they affected intra-country inequality? The latter point is taken up 
in section 3 below; the tentative conclusion is that the effect has been somewhere between mildly 
and significantly negative. However, given that overall world inequality appears to have fallen a 
little, and that this is due entirely to the successful growth achieved in China and India, the big 
question thus becomes how G&L have affected growth in those two countries (or more precisely, 
how it affected the combination of growth and inequality). An answer to that question might rely to 
                                                                  
poverty issue within the Bank. 

40 Another potentially misleading type of comparison is that between the richest countries in the world (more or less 
the G-7) and the poorest, at different points of time. Because membership in the latter group changes (e.g. between 
big countries and small ones) this is not as similar as it might appear to comparing the richest people in the world 
with the poorest. Thus it was widely commented that whereas in 1965 the ratio of per capita income in the G-7 to 
that of the world's seven poorest countries was 20, by 1990 it was 39 (e.g. UNCTAD, 1997, iv)--though this 
apparently enormous increase in inequality was more the product of using market exchange rate conversion among 
currencies than of the problem of changing membership in the bottom group. A related and also misleading practice 
was to compare the top and bottom developing countries, misleading because even as the former move rapidly up 
the world income scale and distance themselves from those at the bottom, they are narrowing the gap vis a vis those 
at the top. 
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some extent on the general trade-growth literature but would have to depend mainly on in depth 
looks at the experiences of the two countries. This paper does not attempt the latter (but see below). 
 The general literature is ambiguous on the impact of trade on growth, both on the theoretical 
side (e.g. Grossman and Helpman, 1991) and on the empirical side; Harrison and Hanson (1999, 
127-8) note that though most of the early empirical studies found a consistently positive relationship, 
many of the more recent ones do not, including both cross-country comparisons and individual 
country case studies focussing on intersectoral productivity growth.41 While convergence among 
results may not occur for some time on this question, what mainly matters to us here is the more 
concrete issue of the impact of trade and the reforms more generally in just two countries. If the 
reforms have added say two percentage points to the growth of each of these countries, this might be 
enough, depending on where one came out as to their impact on growth and distribution elsewhere, 
to suggest that their impact on world inequality was a positive one (i.e. that they helped to push it 
down). 
 A superficial glance at the two countries' recent experiences suggests a significant positive 
impact in China but not in India. India's reform process has mainly occurred in the 1990s, and its 
export share of GDP, after remaining approximately constant in the 1980s, rose significantly (from 
7% to 11%) in the 1990s as exports grew at 11.3% (World Bank, 2001, 294, 298). GDP growth was 
rapid in both decades, 5.8% in the 1980s and 6.1% in the 1990s, so it is not obvious that the trade 
opening or other aspects of liberalization were responsible for any significant amount of growth. For 
China the case appears stronger. Although growth was relatively good (at over 5%) in the 1960s and 
1970s when the export share of GDP was still low (albeit rising), it accelerated rapidly to 10% by the 
1980s (according to official figures, and a somewhat lower but still very rapid rate--say 7.5-8% 
according to adjusted estimates), with exports growing at over 19%. In the 1990s export growth 
decelerated to 13%, still enough to push the export/GDP ratio up from 18% to 22%, and growth 
accelerated a little. More general evidence from China also strongly suggests that other aspects of 
liberalization released production forces that contributed to the growth acceleration, so liberalization 
as a whole no doubt had a larger impact than did the trade opening alone. Thus the China story does 
create a reasonable possibility that, overall, G&L has helped to lower world inequality, even though 
it is no doubt to blame for a substantial growth in inequality within that country among many others. 
Given the initially lesser role of markets in China, such growth acceleration as resulted from first 
steps at liberalization in that country would not lend support for the idea that this process should go 
“all the way”; it might rather suggest that it is the first steps the provide the bulk of the growth 
effects. 
  

                         
41 For an overall critique of the unqualified pro-openness view, see Rodrik (1996) and Rodriguez and Rodrik, 
2000). Among earlier studies, Barro (1991) found that trade distortions were associated with slow growth, as did 
Sachs and Warner (1995). Dollar and Kraay (2000), reviewing the 1980-1995 period, reported that countries that 
significantly cut tariffs or expanded trade volumes achieved higher growth than other countries. Rodriguez and 
Rodrik (2000) criticized the first two studies for use of weak data and methodological flaws (doubtful proxies of 
openness and omitted variables), and Rodrik (2000) blames Dollar and Kraay for using a biased country selection 
and reports that when that selection is unbiased the key conclusion disappears. For a useful review of the evolving 
literature, see Cornia and Court (2001). 
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2.3 Intra-County Inequality 
 
2.3.1 The Recent Worsening Trend 
 Between the 1950s and the mid-1970s there was no clear pattern of changing inequality 
within countries; some declines were mixed in with the increases. Since then the pattern has been 
disproportionately one of worsening. Cornia and Court (2001, 7) report that over the last two 
decades inequality has risen in 48 of the 73 countries for which data of sufficiently high quality are 
available, and that these countries account for 59% of population and 78% of the total GDP of the 
sample countries. Extreme examples of increased inequality include many of the former Soviet bloc 
countries; as a result of the combination of output drop and increased inequality, poverty jumped 
from 14 million to 147 million in this region over 1989-1996. Among the other cases of most 
dramatic increase in inequality were the UK and New Zealand, in each of which the Gini coefficient 
rose by over 10 percentage points. 
 Berry and Serieux (2002, 10), drawing mainly on World Bank and WIDER data 
compilations, report that over the 1980s (approximately) the balance of worsening to improving 
distribution was 14 to 10 among large countries for which reasonably comparable inequality 
estimates were available at the beginning and end of the decade, and over the 1990s it was 18 to 8.  
 
2.3.2 Is Globalization/Liberalization a Source of Increasing Country-Level Inequality? 
 The consideration of the causal links between globalization and inequality within countries 
begins with the apparent fact that increasing inequality has been frequent in the developing world 
over the period of rapid economic integration. This appears to be especially the case in Latin 
America, and substantially in Asia, with the evidence from most African countries inadequate to 
permit a definitive judgment. The analysis of this pattern has not yet advanced far enough to clarify 
whether there was an important causal link from globalization to increasing inequality within 
countries and if so what were the main mechanisms at work. The main hypotheses to explain the 
pattern of increasing inequality in developing countries are: 
i) a speed-up in the process of labour-displacing technological change or something different about 
that process from the past such as to make it unusually inequality-increasing; 
ii) the economic recessions which have in some cases accompanied the process of globalization or 
market reform; this hypothesis has been especially mooted for the case of Latin America (Morley, 
1995). 
iii) the market friendly economic reforms, including freer trade and capital flows. Representative of 
this last hypothesis are Cornia and Court (2001, 6), who claim that since the early-mid 1980s 
inequality has risen, often sharply, in most countries which have acceptable data, and that except for 
widening educational inequality in Latin America and Sub-Saharan Africa, it is not due to what they 
call the "traditional causes"--land concentration, urban bias, abundance of natural resources and 
educational inequality. The new cause, in their judgement, is the excessively liberal economic 
policies and the way they have been rushed into operation. 
 
 The by now extensive literature linking economic integration with income distribution 
naturally addresses the question of how such integration may affect the functional distribution of 
income and the wage distribution. To a much lesser degree it throws light on how economic 
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integration works through other standard determinants of inequality. Two such commonly 
hypothesized determinants are the distribution of land (especially important in still largely 
agricultural countries) and the distribution of skills via education/training. In some cases the 
relevance of understanding the impacts of these determinants of distribution is simply in order not to 
confuse such impacts with those of integration itself. But it is also possible or probable, depending 
on the case, that the process of integration affects the nature of the link between a determinant and 
the dependent variable--inequality. For example, it has historically often been the case that the 
opening up of export opportunities affects the distribution of land, which in turn affects the 
distribution of income (Berry, 2001). 
 Analysis of the causal links between globalization and income inequality must be part of the 
broader examination of the determinants of such inequality. It must take advantage of both cross-
section and over-time analysis. These two complementary approaches each involve serious 
limitations; when used together judiciously they can provide more solid conclusions than can either 
separately. 
 
Evidence from History 
 Given the still short duration of the current wave of globalization, it is of interest to consider 
what happened in the earlier phase. Lindert and Williamson (2001) address the question "Does 
Globalization Make the World More Unequal" with primary emphasis on that period. While they 
note that world inequality increased dramatically at that time, they also maintain (a) that the 
widening began earlier and (b) that globalization has probably mitigated rising inequality between 
nations, the big gainers having been the poor countries which changed their policies to exploit the 
process, while those gaining the least did not choose to or were too isolated to do so. In their view, 
the effect of globalization on inequality within nations has gone both ways; here too they argue that 
those who have lost (i.e. suffered increasing inequality) have typically been the excluded non-
participants. They conclude, finally that the net impact of globalization is far too small to explain the 
observed long run increase in inequality.  
 These views with respect to the longer-run increase in world inequality are of interest for 
their possible relevance to the more recent period of non-increase. The perspective that globalization 
could hardly explain much of the increased inequality is consistent with several plausible arguments, 
in particular: 
i) that the main source of the growth in per capita incomes which led to the widening income gap 
between countries was technological change within the growth leaders, a process which in turn 
raised the payoff to savings and investment in capital stock in those countries; 
ii) that the processes of trade, capital flows, technological transfer and migration had as much or 
more positive impact on the follower countries as on the leaders. 
The mechanisms which affect the impacts of the processes listed under (ii) are many and varied, 
with some clearly working to favour the leaders and others to favour the followers. Though 
colonialism was designed essentially to benefit the colonial power, it did not always work against 
the productivity of the colony--that depended on the case. Technological transfer which would 
increase capacity of the colony to compete with the colonial power might be suppressed, but not 
necessarily effectively in the longer run (Birnberg and Resnick, 1975). Capital flows which raised 
the income of centre country capital holders would also raise labour productivity in the periphery 
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countries. Migration from low income to higher income countries would tend to even out wage 
levels across countries. In short, it should not in principle be too surprising to find the net effect of 
globalization going in either direction. It must be noted that levels and patterns of international 
economic interaction were not left to the market by the colonial powers; they, instead, intervened in 
ways they viewed as beneficial to them, e.g. by prohibiting production of certain goods in the 
colonies. Thus the actual record of that period is not a direct test of something akin to free trade and 
free movement of factors across countries. Nor is the record today such a test, since the major 
powers still severely distort “market” outcomes, via interventions in agriculture, textiles, and other 
areas. Then, as today, an interesting and important issue is whether and when a maximum degree of 
freedom is optimal from the perspective of the various participants in the process. 
  
 
3. Critical Review of Recent Analyses of the Effects of G&L on Inequality 
 
3.1 The Methodological Challenges 
 As noted above, the lack of anything remotely approaching consensus as to the impacts of 
globalization/liberalization on country-level inequality (and on growth) reflects, among other things, 
many methodological challenges in the analysis of that issue. We begin by listing some of the more 
general challenges and then, with that background, review the major studies that have addressed this 
question. Although our main focus is the impact of G&L on inequality, since some studies 
simultaneously consider their impact on growth and/or on poverty, we review these results also, 
albeit in less detail. 
 It is helpful first to identify some of the major differences between low and high quality 
research in this area. The weaker studies tend to suffer from:  
 
1. Lack of concern with data weaknesses. No developing country has adequate data on distribution 
among families or individuals. With careful attention to the major weaknesses, certain types of data 
manipulation are reasonably safe, though the data flaws often suggest some form of sensitivity 
analysis to test the robustness of specific results. In too many cross-country analyses it appears that 
results are distorted by statistical outliers, usually due to data anomalies; even worse, some results 
are distorted by weak data from small, poor countries which when no weighting by population is 
done may turn results upside down. 
 The major general weakness of income distribution data in all developing countries is the 
incomplete and imprecise reporting of capital income.42 Because of this, most measures of inequality 
and its trends are better thought of as measures of labour income and a few components of capital 
income (e.g. rental income on housing) but not of total income. This poses a big problem when the 
topic of analysis are phenomena (globalization and liberalization) which could significantly alter the 
functional distribution of income between labour and capital, something G&L are often 
hypothesized to do. Some feel for the potential gravity of this problem may be gleaned from 

                         
42 Even leaving aside income from the appreciation of capital assets which is not part of national accounts income 
but which does constitute part of people's wealth. 
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systematic comparisons of survey figures on household income with national accounts estimates of 
the same variable (a sort of comparison widely carried out by ECLAC in its series on income 
distribution data in the countries of Latin America for some years, and also highlighted by Bhalla, 
2001). Many analysts now adjust household survey figures up to match the national accounts by 
assuming that everyone underreports capital income by the same percent. While probably better than 
nothing for some purposes, this is a very crude correction for a potentially large problem.  
 Although the measurement of globalization and liberalization would appear to be and 
probably is less problematic than that of inequality, dramatic gaffes are already on record.43 Where 
the policy variable of interest is hard to get a quantitative handle on, too many analysts have simply 
used an outcome variable as assumed proxy. It is important to have information on the degree of 
policies and to take advantage of any theory that relates the level of the policy variable to economic 
outcomes in a non-simple (e.g. quadratic way). Too many simple analyses have proceeded as if 
countries could more or less be classified into free traders and protectionists. 
 
2. Too simple methodology. Time series analysis in individual countries and cross-country 
regressions are valuable tools, but since each is open to its particular set of limitations they should be 
used as complements whenever possible. Country specific effects and differences across countries in 
the mechanisms at work are of concern. Both time series and (especially) cross-country analysis is 
subject to erroneous assumptions about lags between a change in the causal factor and the effect it 
produces. In both types of analysis it is crucial to be aware of the standard econometric concerns--
omitted variables, misspecification, reverse causation, and more exotic problems. 
 To be fully persuasive an analysis should have enough dynamic detail to be able to say 
something about the likelihood of reversal. Sometimes the pattern of change implies likely 
reversibility after a period, other times reversibility only if spurred by policy change, other times not 
at all. In China, for example, a lot of the recent increase in inequality seems to have to do with the 
regional focus of growth, the likelihood of whose reversal could depend on the extent of migration to 
the booming regions.  
 
3. A specific and important type of excessively simple methodology involves a conceptual 
specification (e.g. of regression equations) that is not detailed or nuanced enough to constitute a 
test of the relative merits of competing hypotheses. Many exercises are nothing more than 
consistency tests of results with a given hypothesis, but provide no evidence as to its validity vis a 
vis competing ideas. Failure to allow for non-linear relationships is a common form of this over-
simplicity. Thus it would be plausible to argue that more trade is mainly beneficial up to a certain 
level that is less than free trade; the same might hold for capital flows. To fairly reflect such 
situations the econometric specification must be flexible enough to allow such relationships to be 
manifest in the statistical results, i.e. it must introduce non-linearity.  
 
                         
43 Pritchett (1996a) pointed out that several common indicators were not closely correlated with each other; thus 
results of any analysis could vary widely according to which indicator was chosen. Many authors (including Sachs 
and Warner (1995) and Dollar and Kraay (2000) have confused exchange rate issues with trade policies, lunoing all 
together as “trade openness”. Rodrik (2000) and Rodriguez and Rodrik (2000) have challenged them on this  point. 
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4. Failure to "nest" the analysis of the impacts of G&L in a broader analysis of the 
determinants of changes in inequality. It is important to look at trends in inequality and in 
employment indicators over the relevant time frame since these give some feel for the possible 
magnitude of the impact of the reforms. If changes in inequality and employment have not been 
important, this makes it unlikely that the reforms (or anything else, for that matter) could have had 
major effects on those variables (if so, such effects must have been counteracted by something else 
with major impacts in the opposite direction). 
 The econometric analyses available are for the most part limited to the testing of simple and 
universal impacts from reforms to outcomes. Although they can allow in modest ways for country-
specific aspects of such causal links as exist, relative to the number of ways in which those processes 
might vary from country to country, they do not go far. Accordingly, it is unlikely that they can 
unearth the bulk of the true causal processes. Hence the importance of in-depth examination of 
individual countries on the one hand, and of specific linking mechanisms on the other hand (see 
point 6 below). 
 
5. Failure to distinguish among related distributions of income or consumption and resulting 
confusion. Although most current analyses make sure not to confuse or to mix income and 
consumption distributions in their work, less attention is often given to the difference between 
primary and secondary distributions (and in-between cases), between personal and family income 
distribution, between distributions in which the income reference period is short and those where it 
is longer, etc. Depending on the issue under analysis, these differences can be important. Which 
distribution is most useful or appropriate depends on the issue under consideration. 
 
6. Many analyses which test for impacts of G&L on outcome variables like inequality involve no 
attempt to study empirically the mechanisms which are presumed to link the two; those 
intervening mechanisms thus constitute a "black box" which remains unopened. In more complete 
analyses, the mechanisms themselves are also a subject of inquiry. This necessitates information on 
the intervening variables, e.g. on the human capital of the individuals among whom the degree of 
income inequality has changed over time. Similarly it is important to attempt to trace the 
distributional effects of the individual components of the currently dominant policy package, i.e. 
i) macro stability and stabilization packages 
ii) freer trade 
iii) financial liberalization, domestic and international 
iv) privatization  
v) labour market reforms 
Where income distribution has changed it is important to know the details; were there changes by 
region, by education/skill level, between labour and capital, etc. ? 
 
7. Making the methodology clear. Careless studies tend not to make the details of the methodology 
used explicit. This renders it hard for the critical reader to judge their quality and to compare their 
results with those of other studies. 
 
8. Given the innumerable reasons why any given result from an analysis of the impact of G&L on 
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inequality could be wrong, high quality studies can be expected to reflect the major problems and 
ambiguities and, hopefully, to undertake some form of sensitivity analysis. It is clear that many 
results hold for one period but not for another, for one data set but not for another, and so on. 
Relatively little sensitivity analysis has been carried out, either within specific studies, or based on 
sets of studies undertaken in somewhat different ways. 
 
9. A narrow vision of the objectives a society is or should be pursuing. While no study of the 
impacts of G&L on economic performance can be faulted for failing to cover all the possible 
components or aspects of that performance, failure to even recognize the limitations of, say, 
economic growth as an adequate indicator of that performance, or even growth together with 
inequality as customarily measured, is a sign of narrowness of perspective.  
 
10. Failure to allow for the fallacy of composition. Just as there is a potential fallacy of 
composition in believing that trade increases will help the exporting countries as a group, the same 
goes for the fallacy of thinking that favouring agriculture in the Third World as a whole will be as 
beneficial to distribution as it would for a single country adopting that strategy. It is the same 
argument, applied to a different dependent variable. 
 Also one needs to worry about the marginal factor proportions associated with output 
changes being different from the average ones. This depends on the processes of expansion (or 
contraction) involved. In agriculture it often seems that the marginal capital intensity is far higher 
than the average, which may have to do with the unpreparedness of smaller farmers to do the 
expanding whereas large ones can. Economists, of all people, should know the difference between 
average and marginal. 
 
 
3.2 The General (World) Literature Linking G&L to Inequality 
 For a coupe of decades there has been an ongoing debate as to whether and when increases 
in international trade have been an important factor in the increases in reported inequality in a 
number of industrial countries, most prominently the U.S. (Bound and Johnson, 1992; Freeman and 
Katz, 1993, Wood, 1994). The debate subsequently spread to  developing countries, where 
inequality often jumped in the wake of policy reforms. In the industrial countries the logic of the 
"trade" explanation for such increases is that there has been an increasing flow of labour-intensive 
imports from low wage countries. The main competing hypothesis is that technological change has 
been sufficiently labour-displacing to produce the observed distributional outcome. In developing 
countries trade-based explanations typically focus on the widening of the wage gap between more 
and less skilled workers (Robbins, 1996). The current debates on G&L and inequality in developing 
countries can be thought of as a continuation of this discussion. 
 
The WIDER Study 
 One of the important recent broad-ranging research contributions (broad both regionally and 
thematically) is the WIDER study of inequality by Cornia and collaborators. The main focus is on 
inequality and there is a presumption that, under certain favourable circumstances, the new model 
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should perform well on the growth front44. 
 Cornia and Court (2001) distinguish old and new causes of inequality. In their judgement the 
(historically new) cause of this deteriorating pattern of distribution is the excessively liberal 
economic policies that have been implemented and the way they have been rushed into operation.  
 Cornia and Kiiski (2001) put forward a theory of how stabilization and adjustment have 
ushered in booms which then often lead to excessive expansion of the newly liberalized financial 
systems and then to new fiscal financial or external account difficulties. They also conclude that the 
reforms and related developments in the financial area have had a lot to do with increases in 
inequality through their impact on the functional distribution of income (the shares of labour and 
capital in total income). Among several WIDER studies that give attention to this issue, Rodriguez 
(2000) reports that in Venezuela labour has suffered a dramatic loss of 15% of GDP to capital over 
the last three decades. He traces the increase in inequality to the decline in the physical capital stock 
and the rigidity of production processes; a decline in that stock pushed up the relative price of 
capital. He also finds that policies like trade liberalization, contractionary macro policies and capital 
account convertibility have made non-negligible contributions to that worsening. Meanwhile, 
Yeldan (2000, 12) attributes a sharp rise in financial rents in Turkey to the financial deregulation that 
took control of both the exchange rate and the interest rate from the Central Bank. Interest income 
reached 15.2% of total domestic income in 1988, (equal to agriculture's share, up from virtually nil 
in 1980. Wages, which had risen in the 1970s, fell during the shift to an outward orientation. Yeldan 
notes that capital incomes effectively remained untaxed. The threat of capital flight leads to high real 
interest rates and cheaper foreign currency. He warns of a process in which financial capital gained 
supremacy over industry and the links between growth and productivity gains and the intermediation 
of savings funds for productive capital accumulation were severely hampered (Yeldan, 2000, 24). 
 The WIDER project, along with contributing an interesting general theory of the dynamics 
leading to unexpected negative impacts of stabilization and adjustment, has begun a much needed 
probing of the recent evolution of capital incomes and the capital share of GDP in the light of G&L 
and other key phenomena of the last couple of decades. On the overall impact of financial 
development on inequality (a somewhat different question from that discussed in the WIDER 
papers), several World Bank studies have reached positive conclusions (Dollar and Kraay, 2000; Li, 
Squire and Zou, 1998). On the other hand, an UNCTAD report (UNCTAD, 1997) also tended to 
blame excessively liberal policies (in trade, macroeconomic stabilization, and other elements of the 
standard recipe) for the observed increase in inequality. Additional studies together with critiques 
and discussion around these first ones will be needed to test the robustness of the early conclusions 
put forward on the impacts of financial liberalization and financial deepening.  
 
 
                         
44 The structural reform that has been most widely implemented in Latin America is trade liberalization, with 
financial liberalization the second most important change, It is agreed that many challenges remain in terms of 
improving the regulatory framework and supervision of the financial sectors. In the areas of taxation and 
privatization, efforts have been more uneven across countries. Change has been least in the area of labour market 
regulation. Optimists feel that the untapped potential of all of these areas of reform offers considerable scope for 
raising the region's long-term growth rate, to something above 5%, say, and that  if accompanied by improvements 
in education (widely accepted to be one of the region’s weaknesses), rates of say 7 percent could be achievable. 
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3.3 The World Literature Linking G&L to Employment 
 An important statement on the impact of increasing international economic integration on 
workers was made in the World Bank's 1995 World Development Report (World Bank, 1995). 
Although reflecting much good thinking and making many valid points, this report retained many of 
the optimistic presumptions which had underpinned the reforms at the beginning and it failed to 
confront many of the complexities and ambiguities in the empirical record. In doing so it seemed to 
give way to the pressure in institutions like the World Bank toward a straightforward interpretation 
of how the world works, in particular that simple vision which for the most part coincides with the 
Washington Consensus. That vision is manifested in various ways. In his introduction to the report, 
President Wolfensohn observes: 
 "The harsh reality of a global market is that policy failures are punished hard-through 

currency movements, shifts in market share, and, ultimately, through fluctuations in 
employment and wage levels." 

This statement does not read well in the light of the soon-to-come Asian financial crisis, and the 
critiques of the structural flaws of the international financial system, which amply confirm that 
punishment is not well enough correlated with anything that could be meaningfully identified as 
policy failure to justify such a generalization.45 
 A little later Wolfensohn says: 
 "Some see the new global marketplace as a source of opportunity, where industry and energy 

bring swift rewards; others regard the changes as a threat to security, and in parts of the 
industrial and the developing world the cause of protectionism is far from defeated." 

It is implicit here that the "cause of protectionism" is universally pernicious and damaging. One need 
not go as far as does Professor Chang (Chang, 2002) to accept that this is still a somewhat open 
question. Historically, almost none of the fast growth of catching-up countries has occurred under 
free or near free trade. While this does not preclude the possibility that their growth would have been 
even faster under free trade, it leaves very little direct empirical support for such a contention. 
 The core of the report's ideas are summarized as follows (pp. 3-4): 
 "Market-based development, which encourages firms and workers to invest in physical 

capital, new technologies, and skills, is the best way to deliver growth and rising living 
standards for workers. Countries that have attempted to help workers by biasing investment 
against agriculture and toward industry, protecting the jobs of a favoured few industrial 
workers against international competition, dictating wage increases, or creating unneeded 
jobs in the public sector have failed over the long run--whether in Latin America, the former 
Soviet Union, or elsewhere. What any nation's work force needs most is stronger demand for 
its services, together with high levels of investment in schooling, training, roads and 
machines. This has worked best where, as in East Asia, governments make good use of 
international markets, especially for expanding exports, and give strong support to family 
farming." 

Many of Brazil's policies over the period 1945-1980 would qualify well for this set of criticisms, and 

                         
45 The highest profile critique coming, interestingly, from Joseph Stiglitz, until recently the chief economist at the 
Bank (Stiglitz, 2002). 
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indeed received a partially overlapping set of criticisms in the study by Maddison and Associates 
(1992). Yet Brazil was one of the fastest growing countries in the world at the time. 
 Writing in 1995, the authors of this volume were still sticking to the view that freer trade 
would be a boon to agricultural workers, a contention less and less defensible (or defended) in Latin 
America where the analysis is shifting more to why that prediction appears not to have been borne 
out, though probably more valid in countries where land is more evenly distributed. The prescription 
here also includes no qualifications to the "free trade is best” recipe, to allow for the possibility that 
selective protection of the type applied in the successful East Asian cases could make sense. The 
support for family farming is welcome, and an improvement over the pre-McNamara days when the 
Bank was still doling out agricultural mechanization loans for large farmers, with little if any 
recognition of the arguments that large farm agriculture was both less efficient (often) and worse for 
income distribution (always or almost always) than small-farm agriculture. The Bank did learn its 
lesson in this area, and eventually came to support small farmers. Its views on trade policy today 
may change if accumulating evidence remains ambiguous or becomes clearly negative but, as in that 
former case, one would expect an institutional delay.  
 The implication that labour-demanding growth must be market-based might be taken from 
the phrase ...."Market-based, labour demanding growth also tends to reduce inequality-----"(ibid, p. 
4). But in this respect too, the prediction was both exaggerated and too general--while possibly true 
for Viet Nam and Bangladesh and the maquila zones of Latin America, it has turned out to be less 
successful in other regions, especially South America. Though marked-based labour demanding 
growth has been occurring in China, overall income distribution has worsened significantly. In too 
many cases, market-based growth does not seem to be labour demanding growth. On what basis of 
empirical evidence was this general observation made? 
 Support for big farms on the assumption that they are efficient is duly critiqued in this 
document but the follow-up argument that "Land reform is best executed within a market 
framework, with willing buyers and sellers, rather than through expropriation" (ibid, 34) brings the 
authors once again into an uncharted terrain where the lack of empirical evidence means that the 
statement may be a hollow one; the setting described would no doubt be a fine one, but do we know 
that it exists in enough cases to give the point  practical validity? On most aspects of these issues the 
report follows the evidence, as one would expect, but on the primary role of markets, there appears 
to be no intellectual openness.  
 To argue that the path of protectionist economies together with centrally planned ones "have 
reached their inevitable dead ends" (ibid, 14, my emphasis) comes closer to pamphleteering than to 
economic analysis. It disregards the historical fact that most industrial economies came most of the 
way from poverty to their present wealth behind considerable, albeit selective protection. 
 "Market-based economies have developed faster growth than either centrally planned or 
protectionist economies" (ibid, 15). This bald statement needs serious qualifications with respect to 
time period, level of protection, etc. 
 The bulk of the report is well argued, and it draws on a good deal of serious research. A well 
informed and ideologically neutral analyst would probably agree with a high share of the statements 
and conclusions offered, but by pushing the conclusions beyond what is warranted by the evidence, 
by sometimes selective use of the evidence which exists, and by a few rather wild statements like the 
two just cited, the report creates a flawed case for freedom of goods and factor movements across 
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national borders, either as the source of gains for workers of for any other end. It is written up more 
as a policy document which tries to downplay the ambiguities in our understanding and instead 
strives to put forward an internally consistent set of interpretations and policy implications, than as a 
research report which does not try to hide those ambiguities. Since it covers a lot of ground, 
complicated areas are summarized quickly, which also precludes serious discussion. There is little 
attempt to put probabilities on the competing interpretations. 
 Ironically, the authors note that: 
 "One goal of the Report is to spark a broad and informed debate on these often contentious 

issues. Another, more important, goal is to inspire policy changes that allow more of the 
right sort of jobs to be created. Work is, after all, the only foundation on which economies 
and people can build a success that lasts." 

The passage highlights the basic conflict between research and policy decision; as a participant in 
the former one must recognize the ambiguities in the empirical record (and in the theory). One 
cannot know how best to contribute to the creation of good jobs until the contentious issues are at 
least partially resolved; until then policy recommendations must be qualified if they are not to go 
beyond the understanding that we in fact have. 
 
 
3.4 The Literature on the Impacts of G&L on Income Distribution in Latin America  
 Because a good deal of the best research on these issues has related specifically to Latin 
America, we review this body of work separately.46 
 
The Stallings-Peres ECLAC Project. Over the last 20 years or so there has been a wave of 
structural reforms in Latin America as an increasing number of countries have moved from closed, 
state-dominated economies to economies that are more market oriented and more open to the rest of 
the world. Complementary policies have accorded a new priority to macroeconomic stability 
(especially lower inflation) and to increasing expenditure in the social area. Policy makers expected 
from these reforms faster growth, more job creation and greater equality. Even now only a 
preliminary analysis can be made as to their success, since many of the reforms are less than a 
decade old. Stallings and Peres (2000) summarize the results of a large research effort carried out by 
a team of researchers at ECLAC on the impacts of the reforms on growth, employment and 
distribution in Latin America.  
 The authors note the problem of weak data (viii), part of the reason that the project took three 
years in all to complete. It was also multifaceted, giving it a better than average chance to throw real 
light on the issues. From a methodological point of view, it is clear that simple testing for 
correlations between the outcomes of interest and the implementation of the reforms, even if carried 
out as well as possible and with the best data available (not the normal case) cannot provide reliable 
results, given the possible lags in the impacts of certain reforms, problems of omitted variables, of 
mismeasurement of variables, and so on. This puts a premium on undertaking a complementary 
body of research which analyses the mechanisms through which the reforms are expected to have 
their impacts: on the growth side this includes investment and technological change, while on the 
employment/income distribution side it includes wage differentials, composition of demand for 
                         
46 An important new contirbution is ECLAC (2000). 
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different types of labour, size structure of firms, and labour market functioning in general. The 
research team wisely concluded that the analysis should be carried out at each of the country, 
sectoral and microeconomic levels rather than striving for very broad generalities about the region as 
a whole. Case studies were undertaken in nine countries--Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa 
Rica, Jamaica, Mexico and Peru. 
 The Stallings-Peres et al project stands out for several key strengths relative to most other 
efforts: 
i) a serious attempt to measure the reform variables, drawing on and refining earlier work at the 
IDB; 
ii) a serious effort to deal with quality problems in the data on income distribution; 
ii) serious econometric work in the attempt to identify the causal links between reform variables and 
outcome variables (growth and inequality); 
iv) analysis not only of the possible links between reforms and final outcomes but that between 
reforms and key intervening variables, in particular investment and technological change. 
 In their overall assessment of the impact of the reforms in the nine selected countries 
Stallings and Peres (2000, frontpiece) conclude that the  
 "econometric evidence suggests that the reforms have had a surprisingly small positive 

impact on growth and investment together with a small negative impact on employment and 
income distribution." 

Only by moving to the country, sectoral and microeconomic levels did they find evidence of 
stronger effects.  
 "The reforms fostered investment and modernization, but at the same time they led to 

significant differences in performance: high and low-growth countries, dynamic and lagging 
sectors, a gap between large and small firms, and a growing differential between the incomes 
of the well educated and the rest of the population. The result has been specialization and 
polarization, which implies both opportunities and challenges."....."Trade liberalization and 
privatization were instrumental in fostering market restructuring, which led to the entry of 
new actors and to new investment, particularly of foreign origin. Stronger competition from 
imports and from new actors in the domestic market led to widespread modernization, 
particularly in sectors undergoing rapid technological change, such as 
telecommunications......Large firms, especially subsidiaries of transnational corporations, 
were the leaders in both investment and the incorporation of new technologies. Small 
domestic firms presented a very heterogeneous performance, but continued to produce 
mainly for the domestic markets. Consequently, they performed better when macroeconomic 
conditions were favourable." 

The book concludes that the reforms had favourable effects in several areas, but they were not 
sufficient to  
 "foster dynamic, stable economic growth in the region. Moreover, the region's problems in 

the areas of unemployment and inequality will not be resolved unless the reforms are 
complemented with policies to foster competitiveness, job creation, and a better income 
distribution." 

 Stallings and Peres conclude, on the basis of Morley's (2001) contribution to the project, that 
the effect of the reforms on distribution was indeed negative but less dramatic than often believed. 
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This conclusion emerged, in one sense, from the fact that some of the reform indices were found to 
have a regressive effect on inequality and others a progressive one. How persuasive are these results 
of what seems to be the most serious analysis to date? The answer is "only moderately", due to the 
inherent limitations of the methodology (see below). The same assessment (or a more severe one) 
must be applied to all other available analyses however. At this point all that one can hope from the 
set of available studies is to get some feel for the possible range within which those effects may lie 
(in the short and medium run) and to identify some of the conditions which would be likely to push 
those effects towards the more positive end of the likely range and the different conditions which 
would be likely to push them towards the negative part. Since the distributional effects of G&L seem 
to have received more study in Latin America than elsewhere, the limits of our knowledge are at 
least as narrow for other parts of the developing world. 
 
Other Studies for Latin America. Among multi-country studies of the impact of G&L on 
inequality in Latin America are those of IDB (1997), Behrman et al (2000), Berry (1998) and 
Bulmer-Thomas (1996). There have also been a number of single-country analyses falling into this 
category. The IDB (1997) study employed an econometric analysis similar to that of Morley for 
ECLAC but reached different results, concluding that the main worsening of income distribution 
was in the 1980s, with no further increases in the 1990s, and that the reforms (including the trade 
reforms) actually improved distribution in comparison with what it would otherwise have been. 
They also argued that "while structural reforms have greatly facilitated growth and benefited lower 
income groups, these reforms have been operating against the countervailing effects of very slow 
and unequally distributed progress in education." Given the similar methodology to that used by 
Morley (2001) and the fact that Morley had worked from the reform indices developed by the IDB 
authors but improved them, as well as undertaking a more thorough econometric analysis with 
longer data series, it is a reasonable surmise that Morley's results are the more reliable of the two. 
We therefore attach low probability to the possibility that the reforms may have had a positive effect 
on distribution. Similarly, the ECLAC conclusion that the reforms had only a small positive impact 
on growth is more likely to be the case than the IDB judgment that there was a substantial positive 
impact. 
 Behrman et al (2000) employ the reform indices referred to above but focus not on the 
overall level of inequality among families but on wage differentials across earners. They report that 
the overall reform index was significantly related to increases in wage inequality though the 
intensity of this effect declined over time.47 The strongest contributors to the disequalizing effect 
were domestic financial reform, capital account liberalization and tax reform. Trade reform had no 
discernable effect. Morley (2001, 84-91) concurs on tax reform, but finds the impact of trade reform 
to be regressive, that of capital account opening to be progressive, and those of financial reforms and 
privatization to be unstable across regressions, leading him to withhold judgment on them. He 
complements his regressions relating levels of independent variables to level of inequality with an 
attempt to explain changes in inequality, and once again finds the impact of the overall reform index 

                         
47 A similar result emerges in the study by Taylor (2000) based on a sample of countries most of which were from 
Latin America. 
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to be regressive. Both the differences between these two studies and the sensitivity of the 
coefficients of some indices to specification points to considerable, and hardly surprising, fragility in 
the results of exercises like these. It is reassuring that the two studies come up with the same 
direction of effect (regressive) of the overall reform package, even though they are looking at 
different types of inequality. 
 Berry and associates undertook a series of country case studies (reported in Berry, 1998), 
using somewhat differing methodologies according to the country but not employing the cross-
country econometric analysis of Morley and the IDB. Their conclusion that the reforms (mainly 
trade reform and the associated opening up) may have been a factor in worsening inequality arose 
from the timing coincidence in a number of the countries (Argentina, Ecuador, Colombia, Mexico, 
Chile, Dominican Republic, and Uruguay) between policy change and worsening inequality.48 The 
countries analyzed were partly different from those ECLAC used. Some of the distribution series 
used in the work on a given country (e.g. Colombia) were also different as between the two studies. 
The differing conclusions could reflect either of these elements, among many other possibilities. 
 The main advantage of the Morley methodology lies in the fact that it used quantified indices 
of the reform variables along with cross-country econometric estimates of the impacts of the 
reforms. Its main possible weaknesses are: 
i) data problems in the inequality series or in the reform indices49; 
ii) incorrect specification of lag structure; 
iii) inconsistency between the econometric results when the variables were specified in levels and 
those when the variables were specified in terms of changes50; this is likely to be a symptom of 
problems in the data and/or specification. 
iv) the problem of imposing a specification which allows little or no difference in the way the 
reforms would affect inequality in the different countries. In particular, it does not appear plausible 
that the impacts of reforms (by implication the impact of the ISI system) would be the same 
regardless of country economic structure, e.g. size, so Brazil and Jamaica should probably not be 
included in the same equation without great care. Have the results proven robust to division of the 
sample? It is essential to remember that it is the big countries that matter for the majority of the 
people involved, so results driven by the experience of small countries can be quite misleading. 
v) the tests performed would not permit one to identify the benefits of, say, the East Asian countries' 
selective use of tariffs and protection, i.e. the test is not as refined as one would like to see; 
vi) given the common argument that much of the growth benefits of reform will be delayed, since 
there is a transitional period to go through (as with new technologies), does this imply that the most 
important distributional outcomes will also only be manifest at that time? Presumably that is the 
case, since the structure of growth will be different after the reforms, in which case the failure to be 

                         
48 The set of studies reported by Bulmer-Thomas (1996) points in this direction as well. 

49 For example, it would take very careful studies of how the tax burden has shifted to calibrate this index well. 
 

50 See Morley (2001, Chapter IV). 
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able to model such lags effectively becomes a serious problem.51  
 This ECLAC project appears to provide the only analysis of its sort yet for any region or for 
the LDCs as a group, and thus warrants special attention. But this genre is still at an early stage and 
hence not yet too trustworthy, especially given the obvious biases to which it might be subject. It 
should be redone after a careful review of the distribution trends in each of the major countries over 
the last 30 years. Few if any of the countries have moderately reliable time series on the level of 
inequality52; in a number of cases (e.g. Colombia, Argentina) one of several major problems is the 
lack of comparable rural surveys until quite recently, if at all.  
 Without detailed probing and comparison, it is not possible to sort out which of the existing 
studies, if indeed any of them, gets close to the truth of the matter. A prudent judgement might be 
that the truth probably lies between the Morley results and a negative reading of the Berry et al 
results, i.e. a reading toward the pessimistic end of the range suggested by that study, basically 
assigning all or nearly all of the distributional worsening which coincided with the reforms to them. 
In the latter case the reforms could have accounted for increases in the Gini coefficient of up to 5 
percentage points in a number of the countries (but not in all, so that the average impact would be 
perhaps half that much). Morley's results suggest a much smaller impact and one that is not always 
statistically significant. 
 More important, there is little reason to believe that the reforms would have had similar 
impacts in all countries; Morley takes some steps to deal with this problem, but it is impossible to 
handle it in a perfectly reliable way. The two studies concur that the initial adoption of the reform 
package coincided with a big one-time upward shift in inequality in Argentina, Chile and Mexico 
(Morley, 2001, 152) and that there was no significant shift in Brazil or Costa Rica and an 
improvement in Peru. Morley argues that there was no increase at this time in Colombia, while 
Berry and Tenjo (1997) conclude that there was. I also doubt the validity of the data for Bolivia used 
by Morley. Clearly it will take considerably more work to sort out the remaining puzzles in the 
record within Latin America, and that work will need to include high-quality analyses of individual 
countries. 
 In one such study, Harrison and Hanson assess the extent to which the rise in the ratio of 
skilled to unskilled wages in Mexico during the 1980s was associated with the 1985 trade reform. 
They report some evidence of its consistency with the Stolper-Samuelson theorem through the fact 
that protection was skewed towards low skilled sectors before the reform and that tariffs fell farther 
in sectors with a higher share of unskilled workers. They also present evidence from plant level 
regressions suggesting that "foreign direct investment, export orientation, and technological change 
also played an important role in the observed increase in inequality" (Harrison and Hanson, 1999, 
152-3). Beyer et al (1999) report that the fall in the price of labour-intensive goods in Chile helps to 
explain the increase in wage inequality during the last two decades, though they do not probe the 
                         
51 A somewhat parallel argument might be that, since some of the reforms backfired in certain countries, there is a 
case for just testing the distributional impacts of those which have a chance of becoming permanent growth 
supports. Assuming that freeing of the capital account does not fit that category (since it often had clearly negative 
effects),  should it be dropped from the overall reform index?   

52 The one country whose series may be reliable is Brazil. 
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mechanisms that might underlie that link. Though a number of such studies have identified or 
suggested negative distributional impacts of trade reform, most microeconomic analysis finds 
surprisingly small effects on employment at the firm level. Though this may be explained in part by 
other adjustments which themselves have possibly important distributional impacts (cuts in profits, 
labour productivity increases), pending a more complete understanding of the processes involved 
these studies hint at modest overall impacts of such reforms, unless they lead to major changes in 
macroeconomic behaviour, for example. The studies thus lend tentative support to the proposition 
that the overall distributional impacts of G&L may be small. But they too struggle to deal effectively 
with the nature of lags, so it may be that the longer run effects exceed those of the short run. 
 Neither of the multi-country studies can claim to deal effectively with the problem of 
underreporting of capital income. This creates a serious possibility that the impact of the reforms 
was more negative than either of them concluded it to be, especially in the light of the findings 
reported by Cornia and Court on the role of interest income in observed increases in inequality in 
several countries studied in the WIDER project. In that case the pessimistic end of the range of 
possible impacts of G&L on the Gini coefficient might reach as far as an average of 5 points or so. 
 
3.5 The Literature Linking G&L to the Employment Record in Latin America 
 What happens in the labour market is clearly related to trends in income distribution. It is 
generally assumed that when labour demand is buoyant this will be manifest in a rising rate of 
employment (growth of employment) and/or rising wages. Income distribution is also affected in 
important ways by the relative growth of employment and wages in the more skilled as opposed to 
the less skilled labour categories. Thus, while one's ultimate concern may be what happens to 
income distribution, much can be learned about why distributional trends occur by studying 
employment and wage patterns; in the absence of relative distributional data, those patterns may 
partially substitute for income distribution data. 
 Considerable attention in the case of Latin America has been directed to the fact that the 
reforms have produced (or at least been followed by) a robust growth of export quantum but that for 
the region as a whole this success has not translated into either a healthy rate of economic growth or 
strong growth of labour demand led by the export (or more generally the tradables) sector. 
Confronted with this combination of outcomes, one might hypothesize that the failure of export 
quantum growth to bring the expected GDP growth was due to worsening terms of trade, to a lack of 
positive linkage effects from that export growth, or to other unrelated reasons. In terms of the failure 
of employment increases to be focussed in the tradables sector, an obvious hypothesis is that the 
export growth did not turn out to be very labour intensive. Each of these hypotheses appears to have 
a considerable grain of truth to it, as is reflected in the studies referred to below.  
 
3.5.1 The ECLAC Study 
 Once again the most detailed analysis on the labour market effects of the reforms in Latin 
America is that carried out by J. Weller as part of the ECLAC study discussed above, and focussing 
on the 1990s, after the debt crisis had dissipated and most of the reforms had been implemented.
 The labour outcomes of the 1990s saw a high percent of new jobs in low productivity, 
mainly service, sectors. According to the ILO the informal sector provided about 60% of all new 
jobs between 1990 and 1998 (Weller, 2001, 62). The reforms did not generate jobs in the expected 
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sectors. The sectoral composition of new employment in the 1990s (weighted average for nine 
countries) showed agriculture at -8%, manufacturing 8%, construction 8%, commerce 33%, 
financial services 13%, social services 38% and communal/personal services at -4% (Weller, 2001, 
75). Weller judges that the expectations of increased employment in the tradables sectors have been 
unmet because comparative advantage has not been shaped by the relative abundance of capital and 
labour. Important factors are the insertion into production networks that guarantee access to the 
necessary technologies and markets, flexibility to adapt quickly to changes in demand, and material 
technical and social infrastructures (Jaffee, 1993). Rapid market integration is imposing new 
technology standards that typically imply a decline in labour intensity; an important factor here is 
pressure for product standardization which forces the use of specific technologies. Such 
standardization fixes the use of technology, capital and skilled labour and limits the possibility of 
choosing technologies on the basis of the relative abundance of factors" (Katz, 2001, p.103).  
  Econometric analysis of formal sector manufacturing employment for six of the larger 
countries shows output as the main variable determining employment growth in a given branch; 
according to the regression the average reform index has a negative and quite significant impact on 
employment in the current period but smaller and less significant (though the value still exceeds 2) 
with a lag of 5 years, suggesting that the labour saving effect of the reforms may have been 
concentrated at the time of their implementation. The lower labour intensity of industrial growth was 
due both to i) a decline in the share of labour intensive sectors vis a vis those intensive in natural 
resources, technology and capital, and ii) a decline in labour intensity within the various branches 
(Weller, 2001, 89). Only in Mexico of the six countries analyzed did labour productivity grow more 
slowly in the 1990s than in the 1980s. The special feature of Mexico (and Central America) was the 
maquiladora phenomenon, where employment grew from 114,000 in 1980 to 425,000 in 1990 and 
1.1 million in mid-1999. Between 1990 and 1995 labour productivity in the maquiladoras of Mexico 
only rose by 0.5% per year. So the pattern in these countries is closer to what had been expected, 
with job creation for the lower-skilled workers occurring through that phenomenon. But this growth 
was largely due to special regional trade agreements that gave the affected countries preferential 
treatment. 
 By size the medium-large manufacturing range lost employment, the small gained and the 
micro gained the most in the 1990s (Weller, 2001, 96). Mexico was the only case studied in which 
the medium-large firms' employment outpaced that of small firms and Bolivia the other one where 
its growth was positive at all. Katz (2001) shows that the SME category did relatively well in the 
high-growth categories. Peres and Stumpo (1999) found SMEs performing strongly in activities 
geared to the domestic market; they tend to be labour intensive and are often involved in the 
processing of natural resources; in these areas foreign competition did not impinge heavily so they 
were able to expand production when domestic demand was good. Elsewhere, international capital 
mobility undermines the competitiveness of smaller firms that do not have access to it, when larger 
ones do. 
 Expectations based on revived agricultural growth have also been unmet, since they did not 
take account of the sector's segmentation; often output expansion pulls people out of the campesino 
(last resort) sector. Agriculture, and in particular small farmers, had been identified as one of the 
areas likely to benefit most from the reforms. As hoped, agricultural exports rose well, at 6.6% 
between 1990 and 1997 (Weller, 2001, 79). Some of the relatively new exports (e.g. soya) create 
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few jobs while others (flowers, vegetables and certain fruits) do. But liberalization hit many 
activities geared to the domestic market, as imports grew at 10.3% per year. The negative impact on 
non-commercial producers has, according to some observers, contributed to socio-productive 
polarization (Martinez and Paz Cafferata, 1993). Technological change, against expectations, did not 
lead to more labour use, as exemplified by the modernization of export agriculture in the Mexican 
Bajio (Wilcox Young, 1993, cited by Weller, 2001, 80). When trade liberalization coincided with an 
appreciation of the currency, producers were put into special difficulties; the lowered price of 
machinery must have further discouraged labour use. Technological change together with market 
integration eroded the competitiveness of smaller farms (Johnson and Ruttan, 1994).  Again contrary 
to predictions, it was the tertiary (mainly non-tradable) sector that has created the jobs. In most 
activities reported average productivity fell as employment rose, though productivity figures are 
open to some question in many services.  
 Quality of employment is tending to deteriorate in terms of labour stability and social 
security. In agriculture seasonal work has increased in importance (Gomez and Klein, 1993). In 
Brazil, Mexico and Guatemala, the share of workers covered by social security fell; in Costa Rica it 
rose sharply but due to a policy decision. In manufacturing the greater flexibility of contractual links 
tended to segment formal sector employment into a core with some stability, a range of incentives 
and increasing real wages and a peripheral labour force with fixed-term contracts and no social 
protection (Weller, 2001, 139). This periphery labour force serves to adjust to demand shocks 
(Martinez, 1996). On average, labour relations of workers in main companies differ markedly from 
those in subcontracted firms (Echevveria and Uribe, 1998), though conditions vary widely among 
the latter, and even home work, when in advanced technology sectors, can be flexible but not 
precarious (Weller, 2001, 140). Subcontracting is common not only in manufacturing but also in 
tertiary activities, particularly business services.  
 In short, most of the outcomes to date on the employment front have been the opposite of 

those predicted by proponents of the reforms, not surprising given the links between labour 
market outcomes and distributional outcomes, and the fact that trends in distribution have 
tended to be the opposite of those expected.  

 
4. Summary and Concluding Thoughts 
 Data deficiencies and a lack of in-depth analyses of inequality, poverty and their 
determinants, especially in developing countries, have delayed a better understanding of how these 
important indicators of social and economic well-being have been changing over time and how they 
have been affected by G&L. In reference to the period since around 1980, often defined as roughly 
corresponding to the new era of globalization, a few interesting conclusions do, however, seem more 
or less secure. First, this period, and especially the 1990s, has been characterized by a within-country 
tendency toward increasing inequality of income distribution among persons. Second, in spite of that 
intra-country pattern, the world distribution of income among persons has been relatively stable (as 
is true for the last half-century, in fact); probably there was a slight decline in inequality over these 
two decades. Third, since average income growth for the poorest deciles of the world distribution 
was substantial, poverty levels continued to decline, though the improvement of this variable was 
small in the 1990s when a low poverty line (e.g. 500 U.S. dollars of 1985, or less) is used. The 
surprising fact that world inequality has fallen even with a general tendency for intra-country 
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inequality to rise is explained by the strong growth of the world's two most populous low-income 
nations, China and India, over this period. For the world excluding these two countries there has 
been a marked increase in inequality and no poverty reduction. 
 Despite overall progress at the world level, there are several worrisome aspects of the recent 
record on inequality and poverty. First, the story of the 1990s was less good than that of the 1980s. 
This was in part due to the implosion of the former Soviet Bloc and the large increases in inequality 
that befell them. Another factor was the continuing slow growth of Sub-Saharan Africa, increasingly 
the locus of the world's poor people. Second, given that the current level of world inequality is so 
extreme, and that counter currents pushing it one way and the other are so varied, there are no solid 
grounds to predict significant improvement in the near future. 
 Analysis of the possible links between globalization, liberalization and inequality/poverty is 
far too limited to provide any reliable conclusions at this point. Such inquiry is farther advanced for 
Latin America than elsewhere. The range of likely average impact of G&L on country-level 
inequality goes from mildly negative to strongly so over the short-medium run. No studies have 
thrown much light on the long-run impact due to  recency of the liberalizing reforms and the current 
wave of globalization. A high multiple of the amount of research carried out thus far would be 
necessary to provide reliable interpretations of these links. 
 The record on the impact of G&L on inequality and poverty thus remains murky, but a 
reasonable guess would be that these phenomena cannot be credited either with a major positive 
contribution or a major negative one at the world level, though their impacts in certain specific 
countries are probably much greater. Since past is not always prelude, it is worth speculating about 
whether their future impacts might be either positive enough to constitute a strong case for their 
continuation or negative enough to warrant serious attempts to rein them in. An important element in 
the context for this question is that, since growth of per capita income in the low income countries is 
the key determinant over recent decades of changes in world inequality and poverty (defined by 
absolute purchasing power), the most important effects of G&L could be on the growth rates of 
those countries. If G&L has in fact contributed significantly to declining world poverty over the last 
couple of decades the only likely route would be through a positive impact on growth in China and 
India, a matter which requires more detailed analysis of the experiences of those two countries than 
could be undertaken here. 
 Future impacts of G&L could be either more or less positive than past ones. It may be that, if 
they do have significant net growth-producing effects, these occur more frequently in some types of 
countries than in others and in some ranges of the spectrum from autarky to free trade than in others. 
Even if G&L have contributed significantly to Chinese and Indian growth, will they have similar 
beneficial effects in Sub-Saharan Africa, the new prime locus of world poverty? There are several 
causes for concern. Africa's last decade of reasonable growth, the 1970s, was accompanied by very 
low export growth. The latter has accelerated since then but has not yet brought GDP growth even to 
3% per year (Table 2). The export to GDP ratio is on average high in Africa--still a little above 
average for developing countries53 even though it has not risen significantly in the 1990s as the 

                         
53 This high ratio, however, reflects the small size of many African countries and the tendency for small countries to 
have above average trade to GDP ratios. 
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average for developing countries has. If it is also true that if optimal trade policy involves selected 
protection of infant industries then African and other low-income countries may be deprived of a 
source of growth that was important in both Latin America and East Asia. They may remain stuck in 
the primary goods exporter category (or the light manufactures category) even as prices of those 
goods sink or remain low. Worse, many of the exports are minerals, the benefits from which often 
fail to be ploughed back into growth. In the heavy weight of primary goods in their exports, African 
countries show a greater parallel with Latin America than with the East Asian success stories. 
 A second concern is that the information and communications revolution may, at least for a 
longish initial phase, have negative impacts on poorer countries by making it harder for them to 
compete, attract foreign investment, etc. Other types of technological change, which continuously 
replace labour-using technologies (e.g. in the clothing industry) are another threat. Finally, armed 
conflict, rapid population growth, AIDS and governance problems may continue to interact with 
poverty in deleterious ways. 
 On the optimistic side, it may be that as more and more countries achieve higher incomes 
and wages, the demand for labour intensive products and services will become increasingly 
concentrated on the remaining poor countries and make it ever easier for them to benefit from trade, 
foreign investment, and perhaps even emigration. Then we might expect the recent growth records 
of China, India and a few others to be emulated in poorer countries. It may also be that the relative 
success in the raising of educational levels over the last several decades in all parts of the developing 
world will become a strongly positive factor. Even if the G&L processes have temporarily widened 
wage gaps between the more educated and the less, this can with time be offset by more investment 
in education. Governance may improve as educational levels continue to rise or for other reasons.  
 Is there a major or essential role for globalization and/or liberalization in any of these 
positive processes? This (like so many things) can be argued both ways. If the optimal level of 
openness is near the positive end of the spectrum, then globalization and reduction of barriers to 
international interaction will have a positive impact; if it is not, then the implication is the opposite. 
Educational investment is mainly independent of G&L but not entirely. Where governance is weak, 
the effects of G&L may be very positive. Whether free but appropriately regulated markets are 
superior to substantial but efficiently executed intervention54 is in many respects an open question, 
but whether they are superior to really bad governance is not, as long as it is possible to achieve a 
modicum of governance in those areas which do make markets work better. 
 Each element in the above speculations warrants attention and research in order to help us 
both to predict the short and medium run future of inequality and to better understand the role that 
G&L may play in it. As to the longer run, when our children and grandchildren will be the principal 
actors, there seem to be more grounds for optimism that economic processes will bring considerable 
world convergence55. World population growth has slowed considerably and continues to do so. 
Most countries have a great deal of still untapped productivity potential.  
                         
54 Leaving aside that effective regulation is a form of intervention. 

55 The dangers in this longer run appear to be ecological (loss of resources, flora and fauna; climate change) and 
possibly technology run amuck in the attempt to improve on nature as bio-technology research proceeds without 
social control and with not enough guidance from society's thinkers.  
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 The speed with which convergence in the purely economic sense of purchasing power might 
occur will depend in part on the relative importance of different sources of growth in the long run, 
and on the way international economic interactions encourage or retard the process. If human capital 
turns out to be the key to long run growth, economic convergence should be more likely since the 
variance in the level of human capital across countries is likely to continue to diminish, e.g. as 
measured by years in school or in intensive learning. In the not too distant future average years of 
schooling of the school-age cohort in most countries will be something above secondary. This means 
that the variance will be much less than was recently the case, when the gap was between say 12 
years in a developed country and one or two years in a very poor country. If physical capital is 
central then countries able to achieve high savings rates or get good access to foreign capital will 
gain on the front-runners, as many developing countries have done over the last half-century. But, 
since there is no such obvious limit to the accumulation of physical capital as there is to human 
capital, convergence would always depend on success by the poorer countries in accumulating 
capital rapidly. If technology is the key, as economic historians like Lindert and Williamson (2001) 
think it to be, the central question is how transferable it and its benefits are to the developing 
countries, certainly a complicated issue. Baumol (2002) presents an upbeat analysis of innovation 
and its dissemination that, although not focussing on developing countries per se, gives some 
grounds for optimism on this count. 
 How do G&L interact with the long run growth processes? The most obvious potential for 
income convergence across countries, consistent again with the judgment of Williamson and others, 
is international migration. But present flows from the South to the North are both too small and too 
skewed towards high skills to provide much optimism on this count. Trade expansion up to a point is 
no doubt good but the ambiguous ex post evidence from the current wave of globalization, as well as 
certain of its characteristics, throw doubts on whether it is likely to hasten convergence. Chief 
among those characteristics are the fact that the industrial countries retain a considerable degree of 
protection against exports of the developing world, while pressuring the latter to dismantle 
protection that may sometimes be helpful to growth. Whether G&L significantly speed the transfer 
of productive technology is also an open question. It is clear that freedom of trade and investment 
flows brings technology with it. How much of such technology is appropriate to the host country, 
how much would come anyway a little later without GL, and how much could have been developed, 
perhaps better, in the developing world are all relative unknowns. 
 As the world gets richer, will income gaps across countries and the presence or absence of 
convergence lose some of its relevance? Considerable convergence has already occurred in life 
expectancy and probably in the related matter of nutrition. Convergence is occurring in years of 
schooling and in access to sanitary facilities and clean water. When the result of further convergence 
will be mainly limited to relative consumption of luxury goods and services, it should matter less, 
unless the human species is able to retain or further hone the capacity to feel deprived because of 
low relative position in the pecking order. An optimist would note that it is irrational from the 
perspective of societal well-being to foster this pattern, hence sooner or later this will be recognized 
and steps taken. A pessimist (realist?) would note that the trend towards the atomistic competitive 
market as the economic process of choice bodes ill for any shift away from focus on relative position 
in the society. She/he would also note that the market system thrives on creating hitherto absent or 
unrecognized needs and on celebrating the idea of exclusivity--having things that others do not have. 
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Can the nature of this process be altered to make it more socially positive? 
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Table 1 

DECILE DISTRIBUTION OF WORLD INCOME AND INEQUALITY MEASURES 

INCOME SHARES BY DECILE OF WORLD POPULATION (%) 

Change in Prop 
of Total 

World Income 

Annual Income 
Growth  

(1985 PPP 
value of 
Income) 

 1980 1990 2000 1980-2000 1980-2000 

DECILE 1 0.63 0.71 0.74 0.11 2.3% 
DECILE 2 1.09 1.29 1.32 0.23 2.6% 
DECILE 3 1.45 1.69 1.90 0.44 2.7% 

DECILE 4 1.90 2.12 2.46 0.56 2.8% 

DECILE 5 2.51 2.75 3.18 0.67 2.8% 
DECILE 6 3.71 4.07 4.39 0.68 2.1% 
DECILE 7 6.73 6.23 6.41 -0.32 0.9% 
DECILE 8 12.34 10.89 10.19 -2.16 0.2% 
DECILE 9 23.06 21.61 20.13 -2.93 0.6% 
DECILE 10 46.57 48.64 49.28 2.71 1.6% 
WORLD 100.00 100.00 100.00   

MEASURES OR INEQUALITY 20-YEAR CHANGE 

GINI COEFFICIENT 0.651 0.648 0.639 -0.012 

THEIL COEFFICIENT 0.891 0.845 0.802 -0.089 
ATKINSON (0.5) 0.349 0.343 0.332 -0.017 
ATKINSON (1) 0.590 0.570 0.552 -0.038 
ATKINSON (2) 0.792 0.773 0.763 -0.029 

RATIO OF TOP TO BOTTOM 
DECILE INCOME 73.7 69.0 66.7   
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Methodology Notes: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

All countries of more then 25 million people in 2000 were subdivided into 5, 10 or 40 
income groups (the one exception was Congo DR because of the lack of distribution data). 
Countries of less then 200 million were subdivided into 5 income groups (quintiles). 
Countries of more than 200 million but less than one billion (Indonesia and USA) were 
subdivided into in 10 income groups (deciles). China and India were subdivided into 40 
income groups. 
This group of large countries represent roughly 85% of the sample population (and more 
then 80% of world population) 
The income measure used was the distribution of income for person. Were such measures 
were not available other measures (household income, per capital expenditure, household 
expenditure) were used to approximate the distribution of per capita income by using the 
relationship between similar measures at a different date for that country or for a another 
of similar income and structure. 
Since distribution data are generally not available on a yearly basis beginning/end of 
decade estimates were assumed to be the same as the one closest in time of those available 
and least within three years of that date (i.e. 1987-93 for 1990). In some cases the 
distribution estimate was determined by interpolation. 

 
In a small number of cases, where data was available for only the beginning or the end of 
one decade (e.g. 1990 but not 1980) the distribution of income was assumed not to have 
changed in that period. This could potentially have affected estimated changes in the 
distribution of world income if this had occurred for many countries or for a few large 
ones. However, the assumption was only made for three countries (and for only one 
decade in each case) and none of them are extremely large (Algeria, Iran and South 
Africa). 

 
The growth rates are that of the 1985 purchasing power equivalents of the incomes of 
each decile. Thus the rate of growth measures the absolute change in domestic and 
international purchasing power domestic incomes assuming the 1985 domestic currency 
exchange rate (in short, any change in international purchasing power must come from a 
change in domestic purchasing power). 

 
Source: Berry and Serieux, 2002, Table 4. 
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Table 2 
Growth and Exports in Subsaharan Africa, 1970s, 1980s and 1990s 

  

Variable  1970-80   1980-90  1990-99 

Growth of GDP (% per year)     3.8    1.7    2.4 

Growth of exports of goods 
and services (% per year) 

    1.0a    2.4    4.4 

Exports of goods and services 
as share of GDP 

    20    27     27 

 
a) Merchandise trade only.  
b) Source: World Bank Data Base. 
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